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Versus Small Farms.

I note that Mr. A. B. Chandler again
raises the question of the large versas
the small farm, lie enumerates the instances of successes on small farms that
1 referred to last winter in my article
and also offers his services to assist the
negative side of the question by giving
some other instances of success on the
small farm. Then he seeks to knock the
props out of the whole fabric by stating
that these are only exceptional cases and
that the men who made these successes
would have made success anywhere. He
proceeds further to demolish the small
farm by citing a single instance where a
large farm was successfully run and the
laborers employed educated their children and were contented and happy. He
describes his case as follows:
"Of
twelve families on one farm having children of school age there are two in
grammar grade, two in high school and
two in college; the other four children
are in primary departments. I think the
percentage for high education is as favorable as ie shown in sections made up
of small farms."
Now if any one will read Mr. Chandler's statement carefully he will find that
if it means anything it means that there
was not an average of one child to the
family in school at all. Twelve families
that had children of school age and only
ten children in school of any kind.
Πΐβ
statement if applied to the
average
«mall farmer in West Virginia would
mean that there were not half of the
children of school age in school.
This
is not all: the instance he cites is evidently the most successful venture of
the kind that he can tind and is an exceptionally favorable one.
Probably the large farm would make
some money for the owners if it was
properly managed, but iu many instances
the management would be bad.
Again
is it fair to measure success by the standard of dollars and cents laid up for some
capitalist? Is it not better far for a
number of families to have a home that
they can call their own, in which they
can exercise their energies in improving
and managing to suit their individual
tastes, and lay up enough to support
them in old age rather than be dependent
on some large land-bolder who may or
may not be considerate of the well being
of his hired help? The average Amerihe
can citizen loves independence, and
can not be contented under, any system
that savors of landlordism.
Just across the river from where 1
write there is a neighborhood of small
farmers nearly all of wh«m own less
than 50 acres each
They are happy
and contented, all living well and have
some money laid up.
They have good
churches that are well attended, good
school houses, and the schools are well
A number of
and regularly attended.
young men have gone out from this
and have
farmerM
of
small
community
If a
made their mark in the world.
farmers' inntitute is held in this neigh
borhood there is a large, well informed
attendance of farmers and their families.
All are interested in up-to-date methods
of improving their farms aud getting
more out of their labor because they
own their homes and have the assurance
that they can reap the full benefit of
their labor. The labor agitator» do not
disturb them because they do not desire
to hire out, neither do they employ hired
labor. Now, I ask Mr. Chandler if this
is not far better than for the people to
be dependent on a capitalist for their
living. The fact that a man owns the
land on which he labors is an incentive
to exertion and a satisfaction that the
hired man cannot enjoy. The large-landholder system has proved itself detrimental to the interests of the common
people in every country where it has
The past history of the
been tried.
Then why should
world proves this.
Mr. Chandler seek to build up a system
trouble,
that has caused discontent,
bloodshed and all manner of suffering
and oppression of the masses for the
benefit of the few in past ages of the
world?—-A. J. Legg in The Country
Gentleman.
Back to the Horses.
We are to bave a revival of coaching.
At least that is the report which reaches
Alfred Vanderbilt, alus from abroad.
ways a friend of the horse, has arranged
to put twenty horses in training at Keabill farm for the purpose of indulging in
the good old-fashioned pastime of coaching uext spring. Mr. Vanderbilt is not
a stranger to the automobile, but with
him and many other genuine lovers of
the horse, automobiling has been only a

passing fancy.
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All of these need a mingling of pure
olood, for in the blood excellences every
quality mav be found. Well bred mares
of all breeds having good size and form
make the most desirable dams for each
and every kind of service, for it insures
size for mares are the molds to be filled
with gold, or silver, or steel.
It does
not pay to fill molds with the baser
metals nor with the poorer horseflesh.
These are the methods to breed for any
special purpose. Quality and service
reside in the blood of each and all of the
breeds, but without blood there cannot
be excellence.
Civil service proves the ability of persons for special kinds of service.
Practical education is essential for all of the
mechanic arts, as well as for every epecial business
demand.
Actual tests
prove the relative abilities for all kinds
of service of man or beast of every
nationality or breed. It is the ability to
render the beet for any and every
ourJ
r
poee.
These tests are demanded of men and
women, then why not of horses?
Quality is demanded in all of our animal
produots of whatever kind. A 15-hand
horse of 1000 pounds that can render the
work demanded costs less to buy or
keep than the largest and heaviest horse
that costs more time and more money*
economy says use the best that
the best service.
The quick enduring
service is the demand of horse flesh.
The horse that can do the work, go the
distance and last longest is the animal
that yields the service best and cheapest. By testing the breeds at draught,
at the plow, on the road, under the saddle or harnessed to every kind of vehicle,
we will find the animal and breed tbat
answers the required demands.
The police and fire departments need
quick, efficient service of good blood
and proper size and weight in the horses
for their special line of service.
We need the best of every breed of
horses for each and every purpose. And
the tests will prove the most serviceable
animal and nothing else can.—Dr. A. S.
Heath in New England Farmer.

renders'

Feeding

Summer

Forage.

It pays to begin early to feed the cows
extra. Don't wait until the pasture is
gone, for then you will have to give them
most of what they get.
It is much better to supplement the pasture by beginning to feed extra as soon as the height
of the grass season has passed. With a
dairy of ten or more cows that are
stabled at milking time, it is the best
They
way to feed them in the stable.
should be given two or three quarts of
grain and then all they will eat of green
forage, which will depend on the season,
locality and other factors, tireen clover
or alfalfa is unsurpassed for general
feeding and can be had by successive cutSweet and
tings for several months.
field corn are ready from the middle of
when
late
sown barAugust until frost,
ley is ready and lasts a month longer.
A small herd can be fed "over the
fence" in the pasture, small patches of
soiling crops being grown near by for
this purpose.
Where this practice is
followed, the forage should be well
scattered on clean ground, so that every
C 'w has a chance to get her share. With
herds of ten or more cows, it is generally more satisfactory to feed them in the
barn.
A load of forage cut once a day will
generally make two feedings, although
it is a little more work to feed in the
stable than in the pasture, there is saving enough in forage to more than pay
for it and each cow gets her full share.
A large herd will run over and muss
up a lot of feed if it is scattered about
the field. There are always a few cows
in the herd tbat are easily frightened
and one or more cows that will race
about, taking a bite here and there,
driving away the timid ones, which will
get little to eat and shrink greatly in
their milk How.-Cor. in Turf, Farm and

llome.

The Sexes in Pig Litters.

6,025;

boars
average per sow was as follows:
4.51, sows 4.48, total 8.09. The figures
are mainly for litters farrowed during
1906. In 49 cases second litters during
the year were reported for the same
sows, which somewhat raises the average per sow.
Boars are seen to be slightly more
numerous than sows, but for all practical purposes the eexes may be regarded
The relaas equal in number at birth.
tive proportion was found to be 1,005
boars to 1,000 sows.
Expressed in another way, the proportion is 100.53 boars
to 100 sows, which in lowest terms of
is 201 boars to 200 bows.
whole

figures

L. S. Burwell of Elmwood Stock Farm,
Bridport, Vt., has about 30 merino sheep
among which are some very fine speciHe sold two rams a few years
mens.
and
ago for 1800 and $500 respectively
his present stock ram, L. S. B., 541, he
considers to be better than either of
those he sold. He has some very fine
lambs, which were sired by this valuable
ram
In a recent letter to the American
Sheep Breeder, Mr. Burwell eays: "If I
have been successful as a breeder it is
because I would never let a good stock
ram go unless I had something as good
I never took any
to take his place.
Success comes by atstock in luck.
tending to business. I bave had rams
that my neighbors have used and I
could go into their flocks and pick out
I have received
every lamb he sired.
letters from men describing a perfect
sheep. I never owned οι saw a perfect

sheep."

The sheep flocks will never be protected from worthless dogs by legislation.
Tears of effort in behalf of sheep protection have convinced us of this. If the
Are Piss Clean Animals?
flocks are ever made reasonably safe
tried
baa
A well-known pig breeder
from the ravages of vicious dogs it will
bath
a
the experiment of constructing
be through the individual efforts of the
He
it.
like
and
olaima
they
for hi* hogs,
flock masters. There are many thouthe
all
that
is
trouble
the
state· that
of dogs that can be spared without
the sands
pigs want to get into the bathsoatoften serious loss to the oountry. Every
is
need
bath
The
time.
same
sheep owner should be willing to do his
that it keep· the skins of the hogs and part toward ridding the country of these
Is naturally
pigs a.'way* clean. Theofpig
destructive pests.
all opinions to
a clean animal, io spite
the neat
soil
never
the contrary. It will
him
Much gratification has «been felt by
in which it sleeps unless man ahuta
A fruit growers over the high prices the
him to.
up in that nest and compels
at being given late spring sales returned for the Ben
pig shows great pleasure
At the same time the
Pile It in any othei Davis apples.
a new lot of straw.
he will at onc« fact was overlooked that the good old·
and
his
bed,
than
place
il fashioned Baldwins, Greening· and Buetag in to work industriously bringing
chanc* sets at the same time sold In the same
into hi· bed. Give the pig a fair
markets at about a dollar a barrel still
to be clean la the motto of the np-to-

dale breeder.—Cx.
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Author of "Wines of the Morninf," "The Pillar of
Lifht," Etc.
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1904.

higher.

EDWARD

By

keeu, strong March

wind
blew the clouds from bis
brain. He did not hurry toward
Hatton Garden. He sauntered,
rather, with his right band clinched
on the tiny parcel in his pocket, the
parcel which had suddenly been endowed with such magic potentialities.
It was the instinct to guard a treasure
of great value that led to this Involuntary action. He was preoccupied, disturbed, vaguely striving to grasp a
vision that seemed to elude his exact

J. CLODE.

Tomatoes, mum :
Yes*u» Fresh iu till: moroin'."
After crossing Holborn viuduct Philip
stood for a little while gazing luto the

soon

I

showroom or a motor agency. It was
iwt that lie was interested iu I'unhard
or De Dion tars, then but little known
to the general public In England, but
rather tnat he wished to rehearse carefully the programme to be followed

with Mr. Isaacsteln. With u sagucity
unlookcd for lu oue of his years, he de
elded that the meteor should not be
mentioned at all. Of course the dia
uiond merchant would Instantly recognize the stone as a meteoric diamond
and would demand its earthly pedigree
Philip resolved to adhere to the simple
statement that It was his own proper-

comprehension.

What did It all mean? Was It really
possible that he, Philip Anson, orphaned. beggared, practically a starving tramp, should have the riches of

tant nature."
"You say Mr. Wilson sent you—Mr.
Wilson of Orant & Sons?"
"Yes, sir."
Isaacsteln yielded to amazed curi-

osity.
*+

uinepeuce, neither.

IV.

Golconda showered upon him in this ty and that any reasonable inquiry
mad fashion? If the small stone he mlirht he made in all quarters where
had shown to the jeweler were worth meteoric diamonds were obtainable as
was
hundreds, theu some of those in the to whether or not such a stone
he could obtain
pai>er were worth thousands, while as missing. ""Meanwhile
for the stone in the back yard of his from Mr. Isaacstelu a receipt ncknoMl
bouse—well, Imagination boggled at edging its custody and a small advance·
money far below its real woith,
the effort to appraise It. The thought
begot a sense (if caution, of reserve, leaving the completion of the transacof well reasoned determination not to tion until a later date. Tlie question
reveal his secret to anybody. Perhaps of giving or withholding his address
it would be best not to take Messrs. if it were asked for was a difficult one
Isaacstein & Co. wholly Into his confi- to settle offhand. Perhaps the course
dence.
He would simply show then of events would permit him to keep
the stone lie had exhibited to Mr. Wil- Johnson's Mews altogether out of the
son and take the best price they ofrecord, and a more reputable hnliitafered. Then, with the money In hie tlou would f»j provided once he had tne
possession, he could effect a much requisite f'li !s.
,,
needed change In his appearance, visit
Thinking he had successfully tackled
them again, and gradually increase his all the problems that would demand
supply of diamonds until he had ob- solution. Philip wasted no more time.
tai.ii^i more money than he could Ile entered ilatton Garden and had
Hot gone past many of its dingy houses
possibly spend during many years.
Altove all else was it necessary that until he saw a large brass plate bearhis meteor should be removed to a lag the legend, "Isaacsteln & Co.. Diasafer place than Johnson's Mews. mond Merchants, Kimberley. Amster-

I

"Step In here," be snid and led the
way to his private office, surprising
himself as well as bis assistante by
this concession.
Philip closed the dftor, and Isaacsteln
turned shurply at the sound, but the
boy gave him no time to frame a ques-

tion.
"I want you to buy this," be said,
handing over the diamond.
Isaacsteln took It and gave it one
He began to Wabble
critical glance.

again.

"Do you mean to say Mr. Wilson
sent you to dispose of this stone to
me?" he demanded.
"Not exactly, sir. I showed It to
bim, and he recommended me to come
to you."
"Ah, I see. Sit down there." Indicating a chair near the door. The diamond merchant bimself sat at his
desk, but they were both In full view
of each other.
"Where did* you get It?" he asked.
"I found It."
so.
But where?"
"At this moment I do not w'sh to go
Into details, but it Is mine, mine only,
and I am quite willing that you should

"Quite

lof

Philip had scruples about appropriat- dam and London."
He entered the otlice and was ining it. Lords of the manor and crown
stantly confronted by a big nosed
rights he had never heard of.
His mother, watching his every youth* who surveyed him through a
action from some Elysian height, had I grille with an arched opening in it to
scut the diamond loaded messenger Edmit letters and small parcels.
It Ρ "Is Mr. Isaacsteln iu?" said Philip.
«s a token of her love and care.
"Oah. yens," grinned the other.
was his, and no uiau should rob him of I
"Will you kindly tell him I wish to
it. It behooved him to be sparing of
explanations and sturdy in defense of pee him?"
"Oah yess." There was a joke lu. khis property.
A good deal depended on the forth- ing somewhere in the atmosphère, but
Its drift
coming Interview, and he wished he the young man had not caught
could convert a small fraction of the vet. The gaunt an l unkempt visitor
wealth tn his pocket Into a few honest was evidently burlesquing Hie accent
as came to the
penui.ts with the kiug's head on them. of such gentle people

Ί he excitement and exercise had made
him hungry again. Ills breakfast was
not of ample proportions, aud his
meals of yesterday had been of the
It would be well to face
scautlest.
the diamond merchants with the easy
coniideuce that springs from a satisiiud
api»*tite. Yet bow to manage it? lie
was sorry now he had not borrowed a
sixpence from O'Hrien. The old soldier would certainly have lent It to
him. lie even thought ol' returning to
the Mile End road to secure the loan,
but he happened to remember that the

was Saturday, and it was probAble
that the Hatton Garden offices would
It was then nearly 11
close early.
o'clock, and he could not risk the delay of the long, double journey.
At that iustaut a savory smell was

day

He was passlug a
wafted to him.
small restaurant where sausages and
onions sizzled gratefully lu large tin
trays and pork chops lay In luvltlug
prodigality amid rich, brown gravy.
The proprietor, a portly and greasy
man with bald head and side whiskers,
was standing at the door exchanging
views as to business with bis next door
Philip, bold
a greengrocer.

sirl'.e.
Th.* fat limn grew apoplectic and
»«ι·:·ιη1 l:is ryes to the sky.
lit* rp'ut.'ered.
"Well. Tin"
Tlu* 5itven?rocor lau .hivl. and l'hillp
• lit

blushed.

"Do you iff use?" he said, with his
downright manner and direct stare.
"Well, of all the cool cheek"— The
stout pereou's feelings were too much
for him. He could find no other words.

"It is a fair offer," persisted the boy.
"You don't think I meau to swindle

you,

surely?"

"Well, there! I

never

did!"

But the greengrocer Intervened.
"You're a sharp lad," he guffawed.
"D'ye want a job?"
"No." was the short reply. "I want
something to eat."
"Dash my buttons, an' yôu're a likely sort of kid to get it too. In you go
I'll pay the bill. Lord lumtne, it'll do
me

good

to see

you."

"Mr. Judd. are you mad?" demanded
his neighbor, whose breath had returned to him.
"Not a bit of It The bloomin'. kid
can't get through a bob's worth if he
bursts himself. 'Ere, I'll bet you twc

bob 'e pays up."
"Done! Walk In, sir. Wot'll you be
pleased to 'ave, sis?"
Philip's indignation at the restaurant
keeper's sarcasm yielded to his wish tc
see him annihilated later In the day,
Moreover, the sausages really smelt

I

otfice on business.
Philip waited a few seconds. The
bov behind the grille tilled In the interval by copying an address Into the
stamp book.
"Why do you not tell Mr. Isaacsteln
I am here?' he said at last.
"Oah voss. You vil lie tunny. eh7
The other smirked over the hidden
humor of the situation, and Philip
understood that If he would see the

man of the firm he must adopt a
j great
tone.
more

emphatic

"I had better warn you that Mr. λ\ uson of Messrs. Grant & Sous, Ludgate
HU1, sent me here to see Mr. lsaucsteln. Am 1 to go back to Mr. Wilson
and say that the office boy refuses to
admit me?"
There was a sting In the description
coming from such a speaker.
"Look 'ere," was the angry ret«rt·
in
"Go avay und blay, vil you.
Γ>

Tlien

Philip reached quickly through
the little arch, grabbed a handtnl of
shirt, tie and waistcoat and dragged
the big nose and thick lips violently
against the wires of the grille.
"Will you do what I ask or shall I
try and' pull you through?" he said

quietly.

But the boy's ready yell brougiu iwo
clerks running, and a door was thrown
and
open. Phil released his opponent
Instantly explained his action. One of
the clerks, an elderly man, looked a

little deeper than the boy's ragged garments, and the mention «if Mr. Wilson's name procured him a hearing.
Moreover, he had previous experience
of the youthful janitor's methods.
With a cufT on the ear. this injured
personage was hidden to go upstairs
and say that Mr. Wilson had sert a
to see Mr. Isuacsteln. The added

boy

Insult came when he was compelled
to usher Philip to a waiting room.
S«m»ii α clerk entered. lie was visiof
bly astonished by the appearan.-e
Mr. Wilson's messenger, and so was

Mr. IsaacsteJn when I'hillp was paraded before him In α spacious apartment
tilled with «lass cases and tables, at
which several assistants were seated.
"What the deuce''— he began, but
checked himself. "What does Mr. WilEvidently his
son want'/" lie went on.
Hill acquaintance was useful

Ludgate

to Philip.
"He wants nothing, sir," said Philip,
of
"lie sent me to see you on η matter
It is of u private nature.
business.
Can you give me a few minutes alone?"
Isaucstelu was a big headed, big
shouldered man, tapering to η small

point at his feet. He looked absurdly
like a top, and surprise or emotion of
any sort caused him to sway gently.
lookHe swayed uow, and every clerk

on
ed up, expecting him to fall bodily
to the urchin with the retlued utterinto
ance who had dared penetrate
office with such a rethe

potentate's

quest
Klmberley, Amsterdam and London
combined to lend effect to Isaacstelu's
wit when he said:
"Is this a Joke?"
All the clerks guffawed In chorus.
Fortunately Isaacsteln was In a good

humor. He had Just purchused a pearl
for £2ô0 which he would sell to Lady
Somebody for £800 to match another In

excellently, and he was now ravenous, an earring.
"It appears to be," said Philip when
He entered the shop and gave his orders with a quiet dignity that astound the merriment had subsided.
For some reason the boy's grave,
ed the proprietor aud hugely delighted
the b!g little
the greengrocer, who, In the Interval* earnest eyes conquered
of business, kept peeping at him man's amu. ed scrutiny.
through the window. Philip ate stead
lly, and the bill amounted to nlnepence
which his ally paid cheerfully.
The boy held out his hand.
'Thank you, Mr. Judd," he said
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the
frankly. "I will return without fall. 1 I True only of
will not Insult yon by offering more one great blood purifier and general
This remarkable medicine haa
than the amount you have advanced
for me. but some day I may be able U effected many radical and permanent
render you good service in repayment.' cares that are the wonder of the world.
Then he walked off toward the via It eradicates all humors from pimplea
duct steps, and Mr. Judd looked aftei
to scrofula.

100 Doses $1

him.
"Talks

like a little gentleman, '<
does. If my little Jimmie 'ad lived Ν
would ha' bin just about his age. Lord
Imnine, I 'ope the lad turns op again
an* not for the sake of the bloomln

100 Doses $1

puiity

prob^

ed dates in its history.
The boy. wltb his eyes steadfastly
Uxed on the man's face and yet with α
distant expression lu them that paid
slight heed to the waves of emotion
exhibited by the heavy cheeks and
pursed up mouth, awalied some final
utterance ou the part of his questioner.
Surely he had raid sufficient to make
this man keenly alive to the commer-

cial value of the "business" he offered.
Under the conditions lsaacsteln could
uot refuse to give him sufficient money
to meet his immediate wants.
The man. seemingly at a loss for
words, bent n'-aln over the stone. He
was "scrutinizing It closely when a
heavy tread crossed the outer s.iowrooin aud the door was fluns open.
"I have sent for you, constable, to
take this boy Into custo !y." be cried
excltelly. "He came here ten minutes
offered for sale a very valuaco
able diamond so rare and worth so
much that he must have stolon it.

ami

Philip, too, sprang

up.
How dare
"It Is a lie!" he shouted.
you say such a thing when I have told
Vou that It Is mine!"
w
♦»,«
The policeman collared blm by the

"Steady, my young spark, he said.
"Mr. lsaacsteln knows what be is
about, and I don't supi>ose he is very
Do you know
far wrong this time.
the bov. sir?" he went on.
lsaacsteln gave a voluble and accurate summary of Philip's "tatement*
Each moment the policeman s grip
firmer. Evidently the
the mere agent of a gang of hleves,
came

though It

was

beyond comprehension

that any one short of an Idiot should
choose an emissary with broken boots
and rawed clothing in order to
a deal with the leading house in Hatton Garden.
Philip listened to the recital in dumb

effect

and
agony. His face was deathly pale,
his eyes glowed with the rage and
shame that tilled his soul. So the' man
had been playing with him, merely
fooling him until some secret signal by
an electric bfll had sent a messenger
Ills dream of
living for the· police.
«A
Sffiui would be*a

like tlilx atonet
βιι/tpoti: not, cht"

"Have yon avy

more

J

make every inquiry to satisfy yourself
that It was nut stolen. I suppose that
Is what you fear."
Sheer wonder kept the man silent
for a space.
"I)o you know IU value?" bo said,
with a suilden snap.
"Mr. Wilson told me It was worth

■everal hundreds of pounds."
"Did he really?"
"Yes. He said you would treat me
quite fairly, so I wish you to advance
me a few pounds until you have decided upon Its real price. You see, sir,
I am very poor, and my present appearance creates an unfavorable Impression. Still, 1 am telling you the
absolute truth, and I show my contldence In you and In my own case by
offering to leave the diamond with you
on your receipt, together with a small
sum

of money."

Philip thought ho

getting

was

on

Isaacstoiu's large eyes
bulged at him, and speech came but
slowly. He leaned forward and rummaged among some patters. Then he

wgll.

very

drawer and produced a magnifying glass, with which ho focused
the diamond.
"Yes; It Is rorth £(500 or £700," he
announced, "but It will be some time
before I can speak accurately as to Its
value. I think It may be flawless, but
that can only l>e determined when it is

opened

a

cut."

1Ί11ΙIJI'H

uei.ri

luiunucu

η ncu

uc

heard the estimate.
"Then I am have a few pounds"—
he commenced.
"Steady! You are not In such a
hurry, eh? You won't tell me where
you got It?"
"I may later If you continue to deal
with me as honestly as you have done

already."

Isaacstcin moved on his seat. Even
In a chair he wanted to wabble. There
was a slight pause.
"Have you any more like this stone?
I suppose not, eh?"
"Yes; I have many more."
What? Boy, do you know
"Eh?
what you are saying?"
"No doubt you are surprised, sir. but
not more than I am myself. Yet, it Is
true. I have some—as big again."
Philip, in his eagerness, nearly forgot Ills resolution to advance slowly.
IIow the diamond merchant would
shake if only he could see some of the
white pebbles In the meteor.

"As big ugain! Where are they?"
The chair was creaking now with
the rhythmic swaying of Its occupant.
"Where this ope came from, Mr

iHaacstein."
Philip smiled. lie could uot tell how
It happened, but he felt that he was
the Intellectual superior of the man
who sat there glowering at him so Intently. Already the boy l>cgan to grasp
dimly the reality of the power which
enormous wealth would give him.. Such

as this man and his satellites
would be mere automata in the affairs
of his life, important enough In a sense,
with the importance of a stamp for a
letter or a railway ticket for a Jour
ney, but governed and controlled utter
ly by the greater personage who could
unlock the door of the treasure house.
For the first time Philip wished he

people

was

older, bigger,

more

m the Jail, bis
λ ery
felons cell,
If be could help It. not
all the policemen In I/ondon sliou
rend Lis secret from him. With a sudden glow of fiery satisfaction he(reoasis would
well, be It so.

confined
had not
hie address, and he

membered that his clothing

no clew to
«riven his name at either Ludgate H I
How long oo
Hatton Garden.
ould
they keep him a prisoner?
others find his meteor and rob him of
his mother's gift? In less than a fortmen would come to tear down

?r

^

night
the buildings In Johnson's >fews W ell.
It mattered not. The courage of dewhkb nerved him the previous
night came to his aid again. He would
defy them all, careless of consequence.
The policeman was saying.
"Ifs a queer affair, sir. Did be real-

L?r

ly say he had lots more of em.
Do you think I am ro"Yes yes!
mancing? Perhaps they are in his pos-

b°Phillp.

many more of these stone,

With lips tensely set. was desHe ino\ed hb
cool again.
arm. aud the constable's grasp tlbht-

perately

*·£

Imrting me." «» «»
wish to put my hand in my
Are you afraid of me that you
hold me so fast?"
not
The policeman, like the rest, did
rh
fall to notice Philip's diction.
scornful superiority of his words, the
took
challenge of the final question,
aback. He relaxed his grip and
.re

"I

merely

pocket.
Î!

grinned confusedly.

riiilip Instantly produced ins |>ιιι«;ι
ho
of diamonds uud opened it widely
Ile
that nil the h tones could be seen.
handed the parcel to the policeman.
"Take good care of theui, constable,"
he said. "Judging from result*, they
would not be safe in that man's
hands."

Rut Isancsteln did not hear the Insnlt. When bo saw the collection he
he
nearly lost his senses. What bad
done? Was be or the boy mad? Veins
wabstood out on his forehead, aud he
bled so fearfully that he clutched the
a
desk for support. A scarecrow of
with
boy wandering about London
thousands of pounds' worth of diaIn a
monds in his pocket wrapped up
like ho many
of
newspaper
piece
sweets! There were not any meteoric
diamonds of nuch value in all the niu·
In the
Heums and private collections
Even
lie began to perspire.
world.

the policeman was astounded, quite ax
much at being called "constable" by
Philip as by the mean appearance of
articles presumably of great value.
"This Is a mm go. What do you
make of It, Mr. IsaacstelnT' he said.
restored Isaacsteln's wits.
The

query
After all, here

was

to

lie e"en found himself l>eginnlug to
wonder what he should do until be
reached man's estate. He sighed.
Isaacsteln was watching him closely,
trying to solve the puzzle by the aid of
each trick and dodge known in a trade
which lends Itself to acute roguery of
every description. The look of uucousclous anxiety, of mental weariness ou
face seemed to clear away his

Philip's

doubts. He chuckled thickly.
"How many, now," he murmured.
"Ten, twenty—of assorted sizes, eh?"
"Par more! Far more! Be content
with what I tell you toda^. Mr. Isaac-

rite was a brief «ne. The pa.r readied
l'arringdon street and had Larely attracted attention before they
the restaurant where Philip had lunched xhe hour was yet early for midday

l,ae8®^

customers, and the baldheaded proprietor saw them coming. He rushed out.
The greengrocer, too, turned from his
wares and Joined In the exclamations
of his friend at* this speedy denouement
of the trivial Incident of twenty minutes earlier.

The restaurant keeper was made Ju
bllant by this dramatic vindication ο
the accuracy of his judgment.
"The thlevin* young scampi" he ejaculated. "That's right. Mr. Policeman.
IxK'k Ίιη up. 'E's a reg*lar wrong uu.
he
The constable stopped.
said. "Do you know him?"
"I should think I did. Έ kem ere
just now an' obtained a good blowout
on false pretences, au*
•••old 'ard," put in the greengrocer,
"that's not <i"ite the ticket. Έ usked
you to trust Mm. but you wouldn t.

^"Hello!"

The stout man gurgled.
"Not me. I know 'Is sort. But > nd
you a fair treat. ttlUy."
"Mebbe, an" meboe uot. Lunyhow,
two bob won't break me, au* I'm sorry
for the kid. Wot s 'e done. Mr. Poller
man?" Mr. Judd was nettled, yet unwilling to acknowledge he was wholly

wrong.
"Stole a heap of diamonds. Do eltbei
of you know him?"
"Never saw him afore this mornln
••Never bin In my 'owe before."
"Then come along." and Philip was
tugged onward, but uot before he

found courage to say:
"Thank you once more, Mr. Judd.
will keep my word, never fear."
"What are you thanking him for.
said the « instable.
"For believing in me." was the curt
answer.

The

policeman

tried to extract some

meaning from the words, but failed,
lie prlvatelv admitted that it was au
How came a
extraordinary affair.
bov who s|N)ke like a gentleman and

wiis

dressed like a street arab to be

wandering alsiut London with

a

etful of diamonds and admitted to
the private office of the chief diamond
merchant In Ilatton Garden? He gave
It ut» but silently thanked the stars
which connected him with an Important case.
At last Philip's Via Dolorosa ended

sponk.

"Lock him up Instantly. This matter
must be fully Inquired Into. And do
be careful of that parcel, constable.
Where do you take him? To the Bridewell station? I will follow you In a
cab In five minutes."
So Philip, handcuffed, was marched
down the stairs past the gratified office
boy and out Into the street.
As for Isaacsteln, he required branand not a little, before he felt able
to follow.

CHAPTER V.
after yeare Philip never forgot
the shame of that march through
the staring streets. The everlasting idlers of I<ondon's busiest thoroughfares gathered around the policeman and his prisoner with grinning

IN

callousness.
"Wot'· 'e bin a-doln* of?"
"Nicked a lydy's purse, eh?"
"Naw! Bin ticklln* the till, more
Uke."
"Bli-me, don't 'e look sick!"
They ran and buzzed around him
like wasps, stinging most bitterly with
eoar.se words and coarser laughter. An
omnibus slowed its pace to let them
cross the road, and Philip knew that
the i>eople on top craned their necks to
bave η good look at him. Wlieu Hearing the viaduct steps, the policemau
growled something at the pursuing
crowd. Another constable strode rapIdly to the entrance and cut off the
loafers, sternly advising them to And
But the res
Borne other destination.

hair strokes which had gained him promotion, p.ud his hraln hud gone hack to
Us normal dullness.
"I will Just see If we cannot bring
'*
ho
blm baforo a magistrate at once
said, addressing Mr. Isaacstelu. "Can
you make it convenient to attend the
court within an hour, sir? Then we
will get u week's remand, and we will

find out"—
"A week's remand!" Philip became
white «sain, nnd those large eyes of
his bepan to burn. "What bave I
done"—
"Silence! Search him carefully and
take him to the cells."
The boy turned despairingly to Isaacnoon

stein.
"Mr. Isaacsteln," he said, with a pitiful break in his voice, "why do you let
them do this thjng? You are a rich
man and well kiiL>wr*w.Tell them they
are

wrong."

But Ieaacstein was wabbling now In
a renewed state of excitement.
"What can I do. boy?" he vociferated. almost hysterically. "You must
say where you got these stones, and
then perhaps you can clear up every-

thing."
Philip's lips met in a thin seam.
"I will never tell you." he answered.

And not another word would he utter.
They searched him and found nothing In hN pockets save a key, a broken
knife, some bits of string neatly coiled and a couple of buttons. He spent
the next hour miserably in a whitewashed cell. ITo refused some eoff"·.»
and bread brought to tiiin at 12 o'clock,
and this was the only sentient break in

a wild Jumble of <· inflicting thoughts.
The Idea came to blui that ho must be
dreaming-that soon he would awaken
amid the familiar surroundings of
Johnson's Mews. To convince hlmse'f
that this was not so. he reviewed tlie
history of the preceding twenty-four
hours. At that time yesterday he was
going to Fleet street with a capital of
nlnepence to buy a quire o' newspaITe remembered where he had
pers,
sold each of the Ave copies, where he
bought a penny bun and how he dime
to lose his stock and g<*t cuffed Into
the bargain for rescuing a girl from an

overturning carriage.
Then his mind reverted to his fixed
resolve to hang himself and his stolid

He
In the Bridewell police station.
was paraded before the Inspector In
charge, a functionary who would not
have exhibited any surprise had the
German emperor been brought l*fore
him charged with shoplifting.
He opened a huge ledger, tried If hi.
pen would make a hair stroke ou a
piece of paper and said laconically :

"Name?"
No auswer from the prisoner, followed bv emphatic demande from Inspector and constable, the former vohnrteer..

lug the Information that to refuse jour
name and address was lu Itself an offense against the law.
phlllp's sangfroid was coming to his
aid. The horror of his passage through
the gaping mob had cauterized all other sentiments, and ho now saw that If
he would preserve his Incognito he

must adopt a ruse.

"Philip Morland," he said doggtdlj
the inspector asked him his

when

for the last time before recording a definite refusal.
"Philip Morland!" It sounded curlouslv familiar In his ears. His mother
a Miss Morland prior to her marriage. but he had not noticed the odd
coincidence that he should have -been
christened after the "Sir Phil Ρ οthe
packet of letters so fortunatelj left bename

was'

hind that morning.
"Address?"
"Park lane."

The Inspector began to write before
the absurdity of the reply dawned ou
him. He stopped.
•
Is your mother a caretaker there or
your father employed lu a mews.'
^
»Mv father and mother are dead.
"Then wlirjou kindly Inform us
what number in Park lane you live
at?M

"I have not determined that aw yet.
I intend to buy a house there."
Some constables lounging about th
,ttke laughed, and the Inspector In•ensed out of his routine habits, shout-

Hi angrily:
"This Is no place for Joking, boy.
Answer me properly or it will be worse
for you."

you quiu: yiu|n;iij.
Πη· c«iistable who l>r<xi^ltt uie here
hae In hi.s possession diamonds worth
many thousand* of pounds Itelonging
I own a hundred times as
to nie.
ninny.'" Burely I can buy α house lu
"I liaVI' answered

Park lane if I like."

The Inspector was staggered by this
well bred insolence. He was searching for some crushing legal threat that,
would frighten the boy Into a state of
due humility when Mr. Isaacstelu entered.

The Hatton Garden magnate again
related tho circumstances attending
Philip's arrest, and the inspector
promptly asked:
"What charge shall I enter? You
gave him into custody. Do you think
he has stolen the diamonds?"
Isaacsteln had been thinking hard
during a short cab drive. Ills reply

unexpectedly frank.
"He could not have stolen what nevThere is no such known
er existed.
was

the law speaking. sollectlon of meteoric diamonds

It would have been tho wildest folly
for a man of bis position to dabble in
this mysterious transaction.
With a great effort he forced himself

experienced, dy,

steln. I said tny business was Important. When you are better acquainted
with me I think you will find It sufficiently valuable to occupy the whole of
your tiifle."
Philip was ever on the verge of
bursting out into confidences. His secret was too vast too overpowering,
for a boy of fifteen. Ile wanted the
knowledge and the trust of an older
man. Ile did not realise that the merIn nsoal liquid form or in chocolated chant, beginning by regarding him as
tablet· known at SarMtab·. lOOdoeeafl. I a thief, was now veering round to the

jtonio.

he was a lunatic, (or It Is
known to most men that the values
of diamonds increase out of all proportion to their weight While a one carat stone' Is worth, ipughly speaking.
•£10, a twenty carat gem of the same
is worth any sum beyond
£2,000. and the diamond Philip had
submitted for Inspection would
ably cut Into ten or twelve carats of
fine luster. To speak therefore of an
abundance of larger and finer stone?
was a simple absurdity. The De Beer?
company alone could use such a figure
of speech, and even then only at Isolat-

opinlou that

shoulder.

I

(George M. Kommel In Circular No. Hi. Bureau
of Animal Industry, U. S. Department of
Agriculture.)
Iu response to requests, the animal
husbandry office of this burean has recently collected information regarding neighbor,
the relative proportions of the two sexes in the knowledge of his wealth, reof pigs at birth, with quite interesting solved to try what he could achieve on
results. This information is not to be credit.
obtained from the herdbooks for the
tic wniiwu uj» iu iuc |·ο·».
teason that, while the total number of
"I have not pot any money Just
the
pigs farrowed is usually given,
he saiJ to the restaurant keepnumber of each sex is given only for the now,"
if you will let uie have some"hut
er,
pigs raised.
eat I will triadly come back
to
breed82
from
thing
received
Reports were
double."
ers, located in 23 states and 2 territories this afternoon uiul pay you
Nei; her man spoke at lirst. l'hillp
(Indian Territory and Oklahoma). Eight
breeds were represented as follows: was always uucon<cioiis of the quaint
Berkshire, Chester White, Duroc Jersey, (ί1.·<·Γ:·Μ· ·!»«·>■ lietweeu Ids* style of
Hampshire, Large Yorkshire, Ohio Im- speech :.n I his attire. lie u e l to re
proved Chester, Poland China, and Tam- eut bltt.»rly the a to:ds!ri:e:»t exhibitworth. In a few cases the records of
t./au /ji's, but toùay he was far
litters of grade and mixed breeding are ed by
ie!!;ovi'.l a'Mve tliL·ie eon .ilerations.
results.
in
the
included
are
those
given;
a pleasThe number of sows whose litters m<! lv backed his request v. Uj

The entry of Mr. Vanderbilt into the
coaching field on a larger scale will have
a tendency to draw away from the motor
car a large and fashionable following in
support of the well bred, stylish horse.
Mr. Vanderbilt ie reported as being
anxious to bring this about, and it is
said that he will spare neither energy
nor expense to make the sport popular. were
reported was 1,477. The number
Hie horses will be the most beautiful of boar
pigs was (1,660; the number of
can
that
buy. sows
and best trained
money
The
and the total 13,285.
His coaches will be splendid vehicles
capable of carrying large parties comIt will be remembered that
fortably.
Mr. Vanderbilt was one of the successful
exhibitors at the recent international
horse show, and his present scheme to
revive coaching is the natural outgrowth
of that success.
There is no doubt but that Mr. Vanderbilt will have a large immediate following, for the king himself and many
of the members of the English aristocneed
racy are born horsemen and only
some one to lead them away from the
motor cars.
It goes without saying that if coaching
is revived on a magnificent scale in England, it will soon tind followers in this
country with the means and disposition
to maintain the sport in grand style.
We have no end of horse lovers who
have tired of the mechauics of motoring.
With them it has been a fad, followed
because of its novelty. These same men
long for the horse, the life and style
and pleasurable interest a machine cannot give, and as soon as there is a popular leader to take the tield the friends of
the horse will not be slow to follow the
fashion thus created.
At the present time there is a good
demand for high class coach horses, at
good prices. During the past few years
there has been something of a let-up in
breeding. With the revival of coaching
and a general restoration of the horse to
favor, we may expect to And the demand
for good mannered, stylish horse· far io
Breeders who are
excess of the supply.
far-sighted enought to forestall coming
fashions will reap a good profit on their
to
judgement. It ie well for breeders for
get ready for the growing demand
good horses.—Ν. Y. Horseman.

Î

"Now, boy, be quick. What i> It?"
be said testily. And every clerk bent
to bis task.
"I lntve told yon, elr. I wish to have
η few minutes' conversation with you
with regnrd to business of an Impor-

in the

world."
"But there most be, because they are
here."
By this time the parcel of dirty
white stones was lying open on the
lounter, and both merchant aud policeman were gazing at them intently.
There was a nettling logic in the in-

spector's retort.

"I cannot answer riddles," said Is"I can only state
nacsteiu shortly.
If any other man In the
the facts.
city of London Is a higher authority
on diamonds than I, go to him and ask

his opinion."
"Mr. Isaacatcin is right," Interposed
Philip. ".No one el$e owns diamonds
No one else can obtain
like mine.
1 have roblted no man. Give
them.
me my dlan.onds and let me go."
The InajKM'tor laughed officially. Ik»
gazed Intently at Philip and then
sought illumination from Uaacstein's
I>erturbed countenance, but Isaacs tel η
was moodily examining the contents of
the paper aud turning over both the
stones and the scraps of iron with an
air of
"I'll

profound mystification.

what," said the Inspector Jubilantly after a sl!;?!it pause.
"We will charge him with being In untell

yon

of certain diamonds,
been stolen. He has
given me a false name and a silly address. Park lane, the youug imp said
be lived In."
"A man in your position ought to be
more accurate," Interposed Philip. "I
did not say I lived in Park lane. I told
you I Intended to buy a house there."
Seldom indeed were the minor deities
of tl)3 poi:<·!» Ktitl m Ικήπ'.λΙ In t!its
fashion, nnd by η callow youth, but the
lawful possession
supposed to have

butnector

was

making the

copperplate

Then his ihtd reverted to h!» fired re·
toivc to hamj himeelf.

préparations for the l;ist act in his
where
young lift·'?» tragedy. Was that
the dream started or was the whole
tiling a definite reality, no*» Iliiir only a
stout heart and unfaltering purpose to
carry him through triumphantly? Ves.
That was It. "Be strong and brave and
all will be well with you." Surely his
mother hail looked beyond the grave
when she utt« I d her parting word*.
Perhaps if he lay down and closed his
eyes he would see her. He always hoped to see her in Ills dreams, but never
to him.
was the vision vouchsafed
Poor lad. he did not understand that
his sleep was the sound sleep uf health
and innocence, when dreams If they
come at all arc but grotesque distortions of the simple facts of everyday
exlsfeuce. Only once had be dimly Imagined her presence, and that was at a
moment which his sane mind now refused to resurrect.
Nevertheless he was tired. Yielding
Co the conceit, he strctchcil himself on
die wooden couch that ran along one
dde of his narrow cell.
Someone called to him. not unkindly.

"Sow, youngster, jump up. Hie vac
here."
He was led through gloomy corridors
and placed In a receptacle just large
enough to hold him uncomfortably in a
He thought
huge, lumbering vehicle.
he was the only occupant, which was
is

true

enough, the prisoners'

made a

special
[to

be

van

haviug

call for his benetlt.

continued.]

A Po»er.
A professor in philosophy was lecturing upon "Identity" and had just argued that parts of a whole might be
subtracted and other matter substituted, yet the whole wopid remain the
Instancing the fact that, alsame.
though every part of our bodies Is

in seven years, we remain the
individuals.
"Then," suld a student, "If I had a
knife and lost the blade and had a new
blade put In It, It would still be the
Identical knife?"
"t ertainly," was the reply.
"Then tf I should lose the handle
from the new blade and have another
handle made to tit It the knife would

changed
same

still be the same?"
"That Is so." said the professor.
"Then, In that case," triumphantly
rejoined the student, "If I should tind
the old blade and the old handle and
have the original parts put together,
what knife would that be?"

All Had Meaning·.
proprietor of this hotel has
while you
a big phonograph that plays
"So the

dine?"
"Yes, and

some of the selections are
If he
very appropriate. For Instance,
thinks his guests are getting impatient
he puts on such pieces as 'I.ife Is Too
Short to Worry' and 'All Things Come
"
to Illm Who Walts.·
"H'm! Pretty good Idea."
but the last selection beat

"Yes;

over
them all. If he thinks you might
on
look tipping the waiter, he puts
Kipling's recessional. 'Lest We Forget!
Lest We Forget!" "—Brooklyn Citizen.

On· Way.
are three apples. Now,
them
sopposo I wanted you to divide
equally between James, John and
yourself. IIow would you do It?"
"I'd give them one and keep the

"Harry, here

others."

how do you make that out?"
see. It would be one for
those two and one for me too."

"Why,

"Well, you

Wnt Paris.
The Finns held » religious service
ïhe (Oxford
Tuesday evening end Wednesday foreISSUED TUESDAYS.
noon of last week at the Free Baptist
ALL
IN
WEEK
THE
OF
DOINGS
THE
church. Their preacher, who was unable to talk English, bat who seemed to
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, AUG. 13,1907.
be an able and fluent speaker, was Mr.
L. P. Miettineu of Thomaston. Many of
onr townspeople attended the evening
Parla H11L
ATWOOD & FORBES, I
session and the Finns are sufficiently inEdltwi ud Proprietor·.
terested so they have formed a oburch
ESTABLISHED 1S88.

geraocrat, j
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THE OXFORD BEAKS.

riret Baptist Church, Bev. B. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45a.m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 H.
7:30 p. m. T. P. S. C. E. Tueauay evening.
Prayer Meeting Thumlay evening at. 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday Defore the lat
Sunday of the month at 2:30 T. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Cn'versallst Church, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45
A. M. Sunday School at 11:45.

Job Ρκητηιβ r—New type, fast presse·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popular.

Prof. Maynard Maxim and daughter»,
Misses Metalena and Helen, of Newton»
ville, Mass., Misses Martha and Mary
Maxim of Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Flora
E. Barry of Boston, and Miss Flora
*ra«L£ COPIES.
of Bridgeport, Conn.,
single Copie· of the Democrat are four cenu Ritner Harlow
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by were guests at O. A. Maxim's last week.
of
the
convenience
patrons
the publisher· or for
Benjamin Spaaldiog and family of
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
Bucktield and Maj. Atwood W. Spauldsale at the following places In the County :
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
ing of Caribou, with a party of friends,
South Paris,
were at Paris Hill last Wednesday, comNorway,
Noyés* Drag Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
ing with two large touring cars, a Winλ if red Cole. Postmaster.
Bockfletd.
ton and a Thomas Flyer.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet OOlce.
Parts Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
Monday evening, Mrs. Caroline P.
F. A. ShurtleffACo.
Harlow entertained a large party of the
young people at Elmhurst.
Miss Julia Carter gave a heart party
Coming Events.
last Tuesday evening which was a vqry
Aug .'t.—Universalis "jove meeting, Bryant's I enjoyable affair.
Tond.
*>>
The subscription dance at Academy
Sept .'-5.—¥aln<* S»~îe fair. Lewlston.
Hall Wednesday evening was so well
Sept 10—Oaford Pomona Grange, Bolster's I1
patronized as to leave a small balance on
Mills.
the profit side of the ledger. There will
Sept. 17,18.19.—Oxford County Fair.
Sept. ϋ. 45, ·*.—Androscoggin Valley fair, Can be another in two weeks.
ton.
A jolly party of about twenty-four
Oct. I, 2. S.—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg.
made the trip to the top of Streaked
(Jet. 2. 3.—North Oxford fair. Andover.
Mountain last Friday. A good day and
NEW ADVKBTISEMENTS.
a good time.
Mis* Kathleen Leupp of Washington,
Bemoan ta.
D. C., is the guest of her aunt, Miss
Just as Esseutlal.
Alice S. Murdock.
Souvenir Post Cards.
Carroll I. Hooper of Boston and Miss
Muslins.
The Human Eye.
Hattie Hooper of South Paris were at
For Sale.
William Hooper's last week.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Miss Frances H. Shorey of Portland
For Sale.
is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Here and There.
Mrs. Henry E. Hammond.
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Jacob and three
children arrived at "Old Brick" last
for
Co.
Oil
The Standard
calling
week.
square deal" ! It is to laugh.
Miss Winslow of Lewiston is a guest

"a|

Great horse

raring up at Saratoga. The lid Is !
Hie irambllog establish
but that ought not to Inwith sport on the track—Boston

reported on so far as
ment* are concerne·!,

terfere nerlously
Herald.

That is where there may be a chance for
A recent writer
a difference of opinion.
on racing in California says that the
question whether the fairs of that state
shall continue lie· with the courts. Yet
the court* have never interfered with
legitimate bura« racing, and the inference
is of courae generally understood that
there will be no horse racing in California if gambling is not allowed. In the
sporty atmosphere of Saratoga a horse
race without betting must seem like a
funeral occasion.

at Elmhurst.
Charles L. Case was with his family
He will come the
here over Sunday.
last of August to spend a short vacation
at Paris Qill.
M is Marion Hallett of Boston arrived
at Mrs. Jackson's last week.
A sale will be given by the Ladies'
Circle of the Baptist church on August
20, of next week. Articles which any
will
person desires to contribute to this
be thankfully received.
Fancy articles
especially desired.
Tbo Universalist Circle will be held at
Academy Hall on Friday evening of this
week. The entertainment will consist of
Rev.
an hour with
Charles Dickens.
Mr. Knickerbocker will give a talk on
the philosophy of Dickens, illustrated
Admission
by readings from Dickens.
2"> ceuts, dancing free.
The mixed foursome golf tournament

The city of Hath, although having
three distinct sources of water supply,
had the misfortune last week, in the
Saturday was won by Josephine Cole
midst of its big celebration, to have all and Herbert Gibbs. Ten holes were
entire
its
and
the mains broken at once
played in all rounds except the finals, in
water supply cut off. Which would al- which fifteen holes were played. The
the
doubt
throw
most tend to
upon
tea in the afternoon was given by Mrs.
proverb that "A threefold cord is not Carter. The score for the tournament
broken."
quickly
was as follows :

organization and it is now their intention
to hold religious meetings once a month.
Mrs. Hezekiah Farrar has been quite

ill for two or three weeks with slow
bilious fever.
There is a heavy yield of raspberries
on Mr. F. L. Wyman's berry farm this
He is sending the bulk of them
season.
to Portland where be is getting a good
price. He has. an average of about

ceived the benefit of this information but
not very many of the farmers could
leave their work to come.
Mr. C. W. Dunham and family of
Brattleboro, Vt., started for Waterville
Tuesday with his automobile, taking his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham,
along with them.
Rev. Henry A. Abbott and wife of
Plymouth, Ν. H., visited his sister, Mrs.
Elmer E. Tuell, a few days last week.
They are now visiting relatives in West
Sumner and expect to return here before
their vacation is over.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. II. Brown and son, C.
L. Brown, are spending a vacation with
relatives in town.
Rev. A. K. Baldwin and family are
stopping at A. E. Marshall's on High
Street
Mrs. Carrie Briggs Bird is visiting her
relatives at Trap Corner.
Miss Minnie E. Stevens and mother,
Mrs. Mary Stevens, have gone to Massachusetts to visit Dwight Stevens.
Miss Elinor H. Tuell was the guest of
Mrs. A. L. Tubbs at South Paris two or
three days last week.
Mayford and Jennie Mann of Norway,
and Mr. Burton L. Reed of Somerville,
Mass., were guests at Mr. and Mrs. L.
M. Mann's several days last week, accompanied by Mr. Edwin J. Mann; they
also went on a camping trip.
Mies Laura M. Bradeen returned homo
last Thursday after several days' visit at
Bryant's Pond. She was accompanied
by Mrs. Jennie Lurvey and sod, Harold.
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we
and family
spending a short time at Mechanic Falls
at the Davis homestead.
Mr. M. F. Coolidge died very suddenly
Wednesday morning. He was in usual
health and attended to some of the
chores as usual and came In to rest as
was his custom and died In a lew minMr. Coolidge was eighty-one
utes.
ν ears of age and leaves a widow and one
Funeral
Mr. John F. Coolidge.
services were held at his late home Friafternoon and the interment was in

Principal Hanscom

several months' absence in the South and
Massachusetts.
Francis and Harold Chandler have returned to their home in Norway.
Mr. Whitman, manager of the corn
shop, has arrived.
ni
Thursday the Ladies Club will hold
the annual fair.
..

North Buckfield.
At 1:30 o'clock Saturday morning, the
3d. North Buckfield was visited with
high winds and hail storm, doing heavy
damage and ruining garden and field
Its fearful roaring caused the Incrops
habitants to remember July 3d, 1MM,
when a cyclone passed through tlie
place leveling houses and barns.
Mrs. Clara M. Greene of Portland has
been

visiting

A.

at

F.

Mason's

the

^MrT/cora Bartlett of Haverhill, Mass.,

Mundane Matter*.
I have beard It iotimated from varlona
souroea that thia goodly heritage of raal
estate on which we live, taken aa a
whole, ia notao flat aa it might have
been. When viewed in the bnlk it beara
a striking resemblance to a base ball,

only

more

bulky.

It is

also

affirmed

neglected.

la an

A Prescription That Worked Well In Is the most regular performance in tbe
Philadelphia.,
universe, unless it is tbe action of tbe
A Laggard looking man strolled into liver and bowels when regulated with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Guaranteed
a downtown drug store the other day
and asked the druggist for help. He by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
cald he had trouble In getting to sleep
Anson claims that a certain woman
No matter how
wheu he retired.
not 60 miles from that place does
living
or
the
day
sleepy be might be during
"She has six children and
no washing.
how much sleep he might have lost, lives near a brook.
Once a week she
the moment his head touched the pil- makes all the children go to tbe brook
low he was wide awake nud lay thus and wash themselves and their clothing.
for several hours. Once asleep he was After the clothes are washed they put
until dry."
hard to waken, but he bad to be them on and stand in the snn

A BOY HUNT.

is

..

ηββ.

^Norman^and

for ne, call it a liquid mass, then
our earth and toss it into that liquid
little son of Brattleboro, Vt., have visit- mass, and what is the result? Well, perto the surface,
ed relatives and frionds. They came haps a bubble will arise
float for a moment, then break and be no
here in their large auto.
our earth is just
Mr. Taylor of Hyde Park, Mass., was more forever. 0, yes,
in this vicinity receutly distributing bulky enough to raiso a bubble—no great
of a bubble either, and yet a tolerable
Bibles for the Maine Bible Society.
Mrs. Eleanor Small and Mrs. 11. o· bubble as bubbles go.
Ah ! but it is a good world to live in—
Robertson of West Sumner are visiting
what there i_s of it—and there is enough
at Ε. E. Field's.
of it such as'it is—and it is a good worm
East Brownfleld.
to die in. How many death scenes the
since Time
Last Friday afternoon the W. C. T. U. gray old world has witnessed
-and L. T. L., with invited guests, were was young—outward bound forever,
and there a spiritual
most cordially entertained by Mrs. t.. A. with but here
to turn up
G. Stickney at the Stickney homestead. visitant, and he usually plans
and is seldom
Delicious refreshments of ice cream and in the dark of the moon
cake were served. All enjoyed a pleas- warmly welcomed.
Ah, yes! a good world to enter
ant afternoon.
to
leave—exceland a good world
Mrs. L. R. Giles is very sick.
and we ought to
Mrs. Mansfield of Boston is being en- lent world to leave,
in
leave it
perfect trust, knowing that
tertained at Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney s.
our slight avoirdupois
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens spent Aug. 4 the departure of
Gertrude will not cause the earth to cast her belt/
with her daughter, Mrs.
will not add to, nor detract from, that
milee an hour.
Rose Poore Godfrey has been vis- everlasting one thousand
It will still go spinning around on its
iting in town.
axis after we have become
Mrs. Annie Butterfield Knox is at her own invisible
invisible. It will still go linking on its
brother's.
high pathway round the sun, with the
stars and stripes still snapping in the
Denmark.
our eyes are full of darkMr. Ernest Iogalls still remains very breezes, when
ness and our ears are dull of hearing.
sick.
from the world's music
The Macabees Lodge in this place will Not a note is lost
when we have ceased to sing in the land
givo a drama in Odd Fellow's Hall,
of the living. Our voice may make disThursday evening, 15th inst.
in cord In the harmony, and the song will

aUMr.

"REGULAR AS THE SUN"
expression u old m the race. No
doubt the rising and setting of the snn

WOOING SLEEP.

that it ia innowiae stationary, bat that
there is a certain degree of looaenesa
about it, and it doea not stick to the
axle but rotates with ease, and ia prompt
and rapid in ita movementa. The earth
is due at this point 12 if. daily, Sundaya
not excepted, and rain or shine, blow
high or blow low, it comes up to time, very
or nearly ao, whether dinner ia ready or
up at a certain bour, and in consenot, but in order to get there it is necwas
one-thousand-m lie- quence of bis peculiar affliction he
essary to .strike a
than he could stand.
hourly gait and plus. It is forced to do losing more sleep
much better than that to bring around The drug clerk regarded blm quizthe new year on achedale time.
zically a few moments and tbeu reTo call the earth a "slow coach" is an plied:
inaccuracy. One thousand miles in six"My dear man, you don't want medity minutes! 'Tie a good, round, jolly cine. What you want fs something to
and well
pace, well worth the traveling,
change the trend of your thoughts.
worth the price of the whole round trip.
He was
a friend of mine did.
of
sense
security as Do as
What a delightful
troubled the sauic way aud found that
we go whirling aronnd, knowing that
of imagining sheep
nothing was built by contract in track or the old folks' plan
them
rolling stock! Oue thousand! And yet passing a barrier nnd counting
how many there are who feel personally was out of date, so he began trying to
snubbed and aggrieved because it isn't name all the states in the Uuion. He
fifteen hundred. They see no sense nor soon got them so he could classify
reason why it shouldn't be fifteen hunthem alphabetically. Then, when they
dred.
no longer interested blm, he started on
criticisms
He who makea unfavorable
the counties of his state. He now has
is
a
of
rate
speed
on the established
at his tongue's end, classified up
chronic fault-finder. He is an uneasy them
the fourth letter. Now he is startof
this
citizen
great republic. Whoever to
and their locais president be never is satisfied. The ing on state capitals
deeps and the shallows of his soul are tions. Then lie will take up county
The ther- seats. A moment's glance at an atlas
forever ruffled by squalls.
mometer and he are at variance. The during the day shows him when he Is
weather never suite him—or hardly ever. wrong, aud tin? beauty of the plau is
It is always too hot or too cold, too wet that lis rarely has to think along these
or too dry—always a flood or a drought.
li:ie< longer than ten minutes before
There is always a little too much or a
h<> is sound asleep. To make it short,
little too little of the "Hammer Brand"
of geography is u good narin his biscuits, and the wife of his the study
Record.
bosom hears again that they are not such cotic."—Philadelphia
biscuits as "Mother used to make."
One thousand miles! Yet, hush! bark!

Jar, any
stopping with her sister, Mrs. Wash- Do you heartheany aound, any
machinery, even at that
creaking of
ington Heald.
Not
any. Which
Mr. Stanwood Withingjon and family fearsome rate of speed?
the bearings are
of the lower village have the sympathy leads us to infer that
the beginning,
of the people in our place in their sicic- perfect, lubrioated from
with a perpetual lubricant, as 'twere.
the moonlight,
F. Heald and wife visited Lewlston When we step out into
out under the silent crystalline heavens,
Charles Philbrook of Nor- and the beating of our own hearts is the
sound we hear, when we place our
way spent the Sabbath with their grand- only
feet upon the earth, the solid earth, and
father, Mr. Augustus Spaulding.
and mountains,
A party of nine boys passe* through look out over these hills
and things, and consult our
our
place Tuesday, en route for the and valleys
individual
and
impresown particular
White Mountains.
we are glad to say
Miss Belle Glbbs of Llvermore Falls Is sions of the situation,
marked
a
is
there
that
sluggishness in
visiting Miss Maggie Heald.
the movements of our earth; indeed,
North Paris.
there is no movement here, no tick here,
Greenwood.
docile.
It is rumored that Joseph Littlehale of perfectly quiet, perfectly
The wet season has been favorable for
Things are not what they seem, always
Riding Everett, Mass., has sold his mill here.
one kind of vegetation at least.
down! What is
Mr. Smith is at work for R. B. Nevers. and altogether. Jot that
with a man along the road a day or two
earth with all its solids and with all its
Born, Aug. 2, to the wife of A.
ago he remarked that if the bushes were
fluid extracts, with all its beauty and
not cut back it would be impossible for Hollie, a daughter.
in comparison with
Mr Greeley of Portland, a milk deal- with all its bloom,
a team to get along after a damp snow,
these diamond points that swing and
the roads would be so filled with tbero. er, has been in this vicinity trying to all
sing above us out and away In God's ilThere is nothing within the bounds of secure more milk.
...
space! Nothing at all, scarcely.
road repairing of more importance than
Henry Dow of Pennsylvania is visiting limitablethat
sun that ehines for us, that
Take
keeping them clear of bushes; and yet his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. warms
us, that comforts us and makes
Mrs. D. B. Dow has visited here
there is no one branch of the work more l)ow

Boston has had a big Old Home Week
celebration, and the general opinieu
seems to be that as a purely commercial
transaction it doesn't pay. Which inMiss Helen Cole and Mr. Davles beat Miss Potother work.
formation could probably have been im- tle and Mr. Case .'» up. 4 to play.
two
or
Miss
d.
on
the
Thompson and Mr. Knickerbocker beat
Lying before us is an illustrated card,
q., by
parted, strictly
1
Miss A. Case and Mr. Shaw up.
the mechanical part of which is perfecthree Maine cities.
Ml»» J Cole and Mr. Glbbs beat Miss H. Cole
tion itself, and on the back side tho
ami Mr. Davles .» up. 3 to play.
Miss J. Cole anil Mr. Glbbs beat Miss Thomp- picture is thus explained: "The design
Mississippi, like the rest of the states, son and Mr. Knickerbocker 4 up, 3 to play.
on the front of this card represents in
has more or less to its discredit, but it
Mrs. Davis and Miss Davis of Haver- allegory the history of the Louisiana
should be given its just dues for the
hill, Mass., are spending a few weeks at Purchase. It shows Napoleon, Emperor
popular choice of John Sharp Williams Sunset Cottage.
of the French, and Thomas Jefferson,
the
for United States Senator, against
Samuel H. Rawson has gone to the President of the United States at that
The
Vardaman.
almost unspeakable
Central Maine General Hospital at Lew- time. Columbia in the center points out
margin is small, and it would be better iston for treatment.
on the map tho exact boundary of the
serve.
but
'twill
if 'twere larger,
FORBES DISTRICT.
purchase. Indicative of its position in
and
tho forefront of improvements
Mrs. I.arkin Farrar of Buckfield spent
Farmers in Connecticut are said to be a week with her mother, Mrs. Hannah progress is shown the New Ποιηβ Machine."
noting a abort crop of potato bugs this Dean.
Napoleon! How Europe shook from
year, and they are wondering if the
Mr. and Mrs. John Hayden and baby
at that time, not
plague has run its course and the begin- from Haverhill, Mass., are spending a center to circumference
little soven
ning of the end is in sight. In this part few days with her mother, Mrs. Hannah even excepting Johu Bull's
of the country, we are sorry to say, no Dean.
by nine island, at the very sound of his
name! In less than a score of years later
shortage has been observed.
Mrs. Olive Downs and daughter, Mrs.
where and what was he? How approJ. F. Hagman, and children are spending
the words at that time: "How are
a
few weeks with her mother, Mrs. priate
The Bridgton News has completed
the mighty fallen!
George
Ripley.
the
all
of
existence,
thirty-seven years
Mr. George Tubbs is expecting a visit
uxroru.
time under the direction of its founder
from his father, Mr. Tubbs, of Casco.
and continuous editor,
Maj. H.
Ferris is attending the encampDr.
E.
Mr.
A.
Mr. I. H. Ellingwood aud
ment of the N. G. S. M., with Co. D, 1st
Shorey, and he wonders if it isn't about Dean
expect to finish haying this week. Regt., at Portland Harbor.
time for him to retire on half-pay. Well,
Mrs. Karris and little daughter are
no, he can't be spared: and oc tbe other
Bryant's Pond.
her sister, Mrs. Stone, at Dixhand, he can't do it. It's a moral imwill
a visiting
hold
V.
I.
The
of
the
S.
ladies
field.
possibility for a man who has ideas of fair at
TuesHall
commencing
(irange
his own and isn't afraid of them, to keep
Carl Edwards and wife of Portland
13, and continuing
still. Such men have to die in the har- day evening» Aug.
are at Mr. E. W. Edwards' for a short
afternoon and even.ng. Tlie
Wednesday
ness.
Thurs- time.
event will close with a grand
Miss Ketha Glover has closed hor enday evening, Aug. IS, at Dudley s Opera gagement as pastor in Aroostook Co.,
of
There is food for thought in the fact House
orchestra
Music by Stearns
is now spending some time at hei
that the acquittal of Haywood is pleasing Norway. Supper will be served In the and
the Advent camp ground at
both to the anarchists and socialists,
"hall. The summer g«eeU will cottage on Falls.
Mechanic
representing the opposite extremes of manage the entertainment on Tuesday
principles of those who are opposed to evening. The proceeds of the fair will
hiram.
the present order of things.
be ntied to liquidate the debt of the soHon. Charles E. Hubbard of Washingciety in connection with the hre departton, D. C., lias visited his sister, Mrs,
other friends at his
Judge Landis in the United States
Aid have a food sale every Peter B. Young, and
Ladies'
Oil
Standard
the
court imposes upou
native home after an absence of fifteen
afternoon at the residence of Mrs.
Friday
rerailroad
of
in
cases
accepting
Co.,
years.
Freeman Morse.
bates, the maximum tine under the law,
Eli C. Wadsworth has thirty-nine boardGoold of Virginia was intown
Joseph
Officials
over
$*2fl,000,l>00.
View Farm, from
aggregating
ers at Mountain
t.
on
Horace
made
a
call
and
of tho Standard throw up their hands in Saturday
Massachusetts, Missouri, New York, New
who
was one of his old comrade
Berry
holy horror at this monstrous proceed- η the 10th and 29th Maine Regiment. Jersey and Illinois.
ing, and Judge Landis has been mildly
Dr. A. D. Golding and Dr. Α. II.
not met before since muster
criticised in other quarters for this They have
made a visit
has Cutter ef Lawrence, Mass.,
Goold
the
service.
Mr.
ed
of
out
not
need
record tine.
Judge Landis
this week. Dr. Cutter found
lived in the south seven years, but was to the farm
have scored the company as he did in
that a patient whom he had sent there,
formerly a resident of Saco.
a
last resort, had gained twenty
pronouncing tbe sentence, says one—it
H M. Estes has just returned from a as
was not dignified or necessary. But how
and recovered in three months.
pounds
in
was
Lewiston
and
to
Montreal
long since it was undignified for a judge trip
Mrs. Henry I. Mason is recovering
work.
on
to
hire
a
crew
bridge
to comment on the quality of an offence Thursday
from a recent serious relapse at Maine
Cyrus P. Berry of South Pans is visit- General
in pronouncing sentence? Another sugHospital.
here.
sisters
his
brothers
and
ing
gests that something less than the maxiMies Etta Starbird is recovering from
More visitors are coming into town
But
mum tine would have done as well.
a
recent
operation on her ankle.
this week and there are others who dewhy should it be anything lees than the sire to come, but the accommodations
Samuel L. demons is improving.
maximum? The Standard is absolutely
There is urgent need °f a
nre limited.
East Waterford.
without extenuation, and has notoriousIt
house in onr
ly built up its monoplv by that same good public
Miss Mattio A. Whittier of Waltham,
of
a
to
be
property.
paying piece
method. It is a problem how many ought
Mass., is spending a fortnight with Mrs.
years it will be before the tine is raid,
G. L. Hilton.
West Sumner.
but for exemplary purposes it may well
Mrs. Tennoy and three children of
Dr Frank Tuell and family of Bethel
be as large as the law will make it.
Berlin Ν. H., have been the guests of her
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stetson
niece, Mrs. Dana Berry.
Fred Kilgore went to Augusta Thursflattie Young has gone to DixThe Texas legislature wins the palm
day to see his sister, whose death is exfor freak legislation this year. For inAnna Churchill of South Paris pected daily.
stance, one of its laws against trusts
Mrs. Maudaua Miller and granddaughof
and her nephew, Roscoe
provides heavy penalties for any one who
Maude, of Waltbam, Mass., are at
ter,
in town Friday
were
Mass.,
sell· the product of any trust—which of Fitchburg,
G. A. Miller's.
on friends.
week
last
of
calling
course includes a number of tbe necessiMr. Miller and his mother drove to
Lightning struck twice very near the Mechanic
ties of life such as are sold at every
Falls a few days ago to see her
a
of
Moses
Dow
Dea.
reeidence
during
grocery store—and another prescribes
Mrs. Bianca Foster, who ie very
recent shower, once on each side of the sister,
furnishshall
be
that
sheets
the length of
low.
house, splintering a
ed on the beds by hotels.
Miss Mary Chadbourne, who is here
one instance, and peeling the bark off a
a
week at Old
cedar pole in a pair of bars at the back for tho summer, spent
wood.
Mrs. Rose McKenney Hey
Orchard recently.
Johnson of
H.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Mrs. Rose M. Heywood, formerly Rose
Field and family of North Paris
North Fryeburg visited in the place reM. McKenney, passed away Wednesday, visited Mrs. E. G. Small Monday.
cently.
Mr Richmond Tuttle is very low.
July 31, at her home in Norridgewock.
She was taken ill on May 1, and suffered
services were held in 1the
East Sumner.
from Bright'· disease and complications. church last Sunday by Rev. C. G. Miller.
She was the daughter of Wm. McKen- There was a good attendance for a ra y
Mrs. S. C. Heald has been at Old
and
of
L.
Paris,
and
Bessey
Mary
ney
day. There were thirty present some Orchard with her sister, Mrs. A. D,
She
1845.
born
was
18,
July
having come from quite a distance. Mr. Park, for a few days. Mr. S. C. Heald
married Rev. Ο. B. Rawson of Taris, Miller's topic iu the evening was hell, went down the last of the week for «
who died in Connecticut, where he was which set us all to thinking and called short
stay.
preaching, in 1885. Later she married forth a good many arguments toth pro
Α. II. Harlow and family are at West
Rev. H. M. Heywood—both husbands and con. One man remarked that Mr.
Harpswell on a vacation.
Services next
being Baptist ministers. She will be re- Miller beat the
Arthur Heald's family of South Wey
membered as Preceptress of Oxford Sunday morning at 10:4o; evening
mouth, who have been stopping on the
Normal Institute, when under manageold neald place on Sumner Hill, have reShe also
ment of Horatio E. Swasey.
Barrett of Walla Walla,Wash., turned home.
for
other
schools
in
Maine
many was in this village Tuesday calling on
taught
There does not seem to be a great rust
friends. Mr. Barrett had not been here of summer guests in town as yet.
year·.
She leave· a husband. Rev. H. M. HeyThe Minot Packing Co. are getting
Farnum and son Dana of their plant ready for the annual pack ol
wood, one sister, Margie M. Watson, now
living in Boston, and one brother. Frank South Paris are spendingafew days corn.
P. McKenney, from whose home in West _ith Mr and Mrs. Carl Dunham.
It looks now as though haying mighl
Paris she waa buried in Mountain Ash
"Th<
Edith Barrett of Sumner Hill has been be prolonged into September.
Cemetery, Biscoe District, on Saturday, assisting Charlie Ryerson in the tele- worst bay season ever known'1, say som<
Aug. 3.
phone office the past week Cbarl e of the farmers. Potato bugs and witcL
She was highly esteemed and dearly Rverson is out of health and Jennie
grass, however, seem to flourish.
loved by all who knew her. Her friends Bradbury of West Paris has taken his
lived
in
were many, as she had
many place in the central office.
North Stoneham.
town· in many of the New England
Levi Butters has moved from East
West Lovell.
state·.
into the Hilton McAUistei
None knew her but to love her.
Mrs. Leah Buswell has gone home and Stoneham
to board the men while they dc
None named her bat to praise.
Mrs. Eva LeBarron has gone to Frye- house
Bartlett's baying.
burg to be cared for by her mother, Mrs. Ernest
Joe Fox of Loveli is cntting the baj
UniverMllst Grove Meeting.
Harriman's place near the cidei
M.
G.
on
of Norway was in the
The annual Bryant'· Pond grove meetmill.
ing of the Oxford Universalist Aaaciation place Wednesday, delivering picture
Mrs. Elden McAllister has come from
will be held in Dearborn Grove in that
and is staying at the
o{ stow h», bought a Massachusetts
place on Wednesday, Aug. 21. One fare
school honse with her husband.
for the round trip on the Grand Trunk
George Briggs of Albany was at H. B.
o»"·"j·
from Lewiston, Berlin and intermediate
McKeen's Saturday nigbt and Sunday.
•tationa. Able speakers, not yet an- A
Arthur Keniston of Slab City, Loveli,
»nd
nounced, will be present. The Bryant'·
is visiting a week with his aunt, Mrs,
Pond pariah will furnish good ma»ic and bridge, Mass., are at their camp at the
John Adams.
coffee without charge. If the day should
Capt. W. C. Brooks from South Parii
and Albra Lord are doing N.
be stormy the service· will be held in
is visiting at Wm. Gammon's this week
tbe church.
; Pox's haying.

bal)

Rev. Arthur Shirley «upplied the Con·
areeational pulpit In the abaence of the
nastor. Rev. C. a. Gleaeon.
Mr. and Mrs. Anbln and little daughter returned to their home in Portland,

pickers* working daily and day
harvested nearly 100 bushels of berries Riverside Cemetery.
The W C. T. U. met with Mrs. Horace
l&et week.
Last Wednesday Prof. A. W. Gilbert Andrews Tuesday. The next meeting Is
from the Maine State College at Orono to be observed as field day at the home
and gave a free of Mrs. Ernest Cross.
was at Mil Wyman's
Mrs. Fannie Twitchell and Mr·. Sturgie
demonstration of the beet methods of
to
spraying to kill insects on apple treee and her son and daughter returned
and various crops. It is to be regretted their home in Portland, Thursday.
Mr. Irving Clark has returned after
that more farmers could not have retwenty

There seems to be a good crop of cranberries Btarted, but they, like everything
else, are late so that it will require the
most if not all of September to matnre
them. What the prospect is on Capo
Cod we have not heard.
Yesterday was a perfect hay day, and
Ml*» Adelaide Case and Mr. Chas. Shaw beat to-day is equally fine, and isn't it nice to
Mr«. Brown and Orland Daniels 1 up.
have two such days in succession?
Misa Olive Thompson and Mr. Knickerbocker
Some are nearly through with their
beat Miss Carter and Mr. Clarke ·-' up. 1 to play
Miss Josephine Cole and Herbert Ulbbs beat haying, while others bwe not fairly comMr». Jacob ami Mr. K. Shaw, 3 up, ·-' to play.
menced on account of the pressure of

A.J

BatM.

hay

and Mrs. Charles Dunham and take

^Mre'.

Chased From Hedge (o Hedge by

things growing shall fail to reach
and appropriate our little scuttleful of
green

daughters of
visiting relatives

Mrs. Elmer Cole and two

Washington, D. C.,

are

ashes and bone meal.

John.

here.
Maine New· Notes.
Mr. George Blake and family of Mairelatives
have
been
visiting
den, Mass.,
September 2, 3, 4 and 5 are the dates
here on thei» return from Houlton, Me.
fair at Lewistou. It is the
Mrs. Ada Tyler of West Bethel was of the state
exhibition and will be bigger
the guest of her father, Mr. M. S. 40th annual
and better than ever before.
Coburn, a few days last week.
Alder River Grange held a very pleasLewis F. Loud, the Maine Central
A
ant meeting last Friday evening.
yardmaster at Northern Maine Junction,
literary programme was prepared by who was crushed between a locomotive
Miss Amy Bartlett and Mrs. Etta Bean, tender and a freight car Wednesday noon,
After died that
and proved very entertaining.
night at the Eastern Maine
which they served coffee and cake.
General Hospital in Bangor.

Prices

We

package,

grocer.

and Voiles,

One

one

Cutter and ao-foot Carrier,

has not been used but one season.
Will sell at a bargain.
B. F. CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.
R. F. D. i.

One Lot Dotted Silk Muslins in

3712c, 42c, 50c,

One Lot Blue and Black Dress

#1.80,

by

few.

acceptable or pleasing

evidently gaining upon

us,

F.

Shooting the Steenbuck.

Many of the poor Boers in the Transvaal, by whom all the shooting that
is tY.ne is for the pot and not for sport,
have i>orfected a system of shooting
with the assistance of oxen. A steenbuck has no fear of cattle aud will

lie still eveu If they graze right up to
him. The hunter gets together α few
cattle and with his gun walks behind
them in such a way that he cannot l>e
seen from the front. Great care has to
be exercised to drive the oxen so that
they may seem to be grazing naturally. The huuter must be ready to shoot
without having to alter his i>ositiou.
The slightest movement Is noticed by

teacher.

the boy, with a triumphant look, "on the south side you
see the sea and on the north side you

"Why,"

said

hear the sound."

It Would Be Uncomfortable.

Angry Scot—Look here, Mr. O'Brien,
I've the verra greatest respect for yer
country, but ye manna forget this: Ye

f.

can

sit on a rose, and ye can sit on a
canna sit on

of stow,
and State of

in

the

Maine,
respectfully represents, that
fast past, he was
on the 22d day of June,
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all hie property and rights of
property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed by the Court to have a full discharge from
all debts provable against his estate under said
banf ruptcy Acta, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated tnls let day of August, A. D. 1907.
AUGUSTUS F. WILEY, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Distbict op Maine, ss.
On this loth day of Aug., A. D. 1907, on reading the foiegolng petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing be bad
D.
upon the same on the3oth day of August, A.
1907, bofore «aid Court at Portland, in said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof l>e published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persona In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, ir any the ν have, why the prayer of said petlUoner sfioulu not be granted.
And It la further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tnelr placée of residence as

A.

Witness tbe Hon. Clabence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, ami the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the loth day of Aug.,
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.J
A true copy of pcUtlon and order thereon.
AttestJAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Desirable Residence for Sale,

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to

JAMES

HÂVE

S. WRIGHT, Adm.

Women's welt lace boots,
Women's turn lace boots,

Orrin A. Maboney, a Rockland kiln
hie wife Thursday, firing
Mr. Drew Thompson of Auburn is now tender, shot
at her, four of
with his daughter, Mrs. J. C. Donham, eight revolver bullets
which took effect, and then put two
for a few weeks.
himself. Domestic troubles
Mr. H. L. Whitney spent Old Home bullets into
Neither of them died
were the cause.
Week in Boston.
but neither will recover.
We bad at our Portland office during tbe last two weeks of July twenty
Mrs. Leon Whitney ie now on a visit immediately,
to her old home in Vermont.
calls for competent office help, and could supply only six, owing to the fact that
rewell-known
a
guide,
Fred
Pooler,
Mr. Leon Whitney went to Boston
of tbe value of our course of study
cently employed as a cleaner at the our graduates are all placed. Is better proof
this week.
32-44
terminus of the Somerset Railway at needed? Send for our 48 page 1007 catalog.
Mies Grace Bumpus has been in Harps- Mooiebead
Lake, was drowned Monday
well the past week.
and
a
car
falling
after stepping from
P. L.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Melcber went to
from the wharf. The body was recovNew Meadows Inn Friday, Aug. 2d, it
surtwo
children
and
widow
A
ered.
being the thirteenth anniversary of their vive. He was 31 years old.
marriage, and also Mr. Melcher's birthEx-Governor John D. Long, while on
day.
Two grandsons of Mrs. Jane Barrows, hie way by auto from his home in Hingwho have been at Mrs. Howe's for a few ham, Mass., to his summer home at
weeks, have returned to their home in Buckfield, was taken ill with an old
Newton Centre, Mass.
trouble and was obliged to stop at
Mr. Henry Bearce and Miss Kate Mer- Brunswick. He was confined to his bed
rill made a short visit to the Moody for a few days, but is now improved,
family in their camp at Shagg Pond.
and expects to be able to go to BuckMiss Mary Scribner of New York is at field early this week.
Mr. Sargent's.
Miss Gracia Wotton of Friendship, emMrs. Ora Stearns Ilylan is at H. K.
Steams'.
ployed as a waitress in a hotel, was
drowned at Monhegan on the 3d. While
Oxford Pomona Orange.
in bathing Miss Wotton, who was a good
Time, second Tuesday in September. swimmer, swam out some distance and
Place, Crooked River Grange, Bolster's had started back to the shore when she
went down. The body was very soon
Mills.
fobknook.
recovered, and three doctors worked
over it three hours without success.
Routine work.

Haying Tools

Dayton Bolster & Co.'s.

Scythes, Bakes, Snaths, Drag

Rakes and Forks at lowest

RECESS.

Music

by choir.

AFTERNOON.

Caswell of Bolster's
Essay by Sister
Reeding by Bear Mountain Grange.
Song by Frederick Koble Orange.
Harlan Brown.

Mills.

Essay by Slater
Song by Pari· Grange.

The bitulithic pavement on Tine
Street, Portland, which was laid only the
preceding week has been dug up by a
corporation in order that they may have
They were
access to their manholes.
ordered some time ago to pnt them up to
legal grade but ignored the order, so
that now they win have the extra exthe
pense of digging up and relaying

pavement

Discussion : How best to dispose of onr app'e
The largest land-locked salmon ever
crop? Opened by C. H. George.
was
Lecuturer of caught in Maine waters with a rod
One-half hour In charge of
Crooked River Grange.
landed on the 3d in Sebago Lake by
Sec.
Edward Blakeley of New Tork, who is
*
in camp at North Sebago. It was Mr.
ENDORSED BY THE COUNTY.
Blakeley's first salmon. It was three
"The most popular remedy in Otsego feet one inch long, five and one-half

County, and the best friend of my family,'1 writes Wm. M. Dietz, editor and
of the Otsego Journal, Gil·
ertsville, Ν. Y., "is Dr. King's New
Discovery. It has proved to be an infallible cure for coughs and colds, making shore work of the worst of them.
We always keep a bottle in the house. I

Eublisher

believe it to be the most valuable prescription known for Long and Threat
diseases." Guaranteed to Qever disappoint the taker, by F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
Price 50 cents and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
Two yonng men in Pembroke gave a 6year-old boy a complete bath in blue
liquid got in his eye· and Is
dye. The
likely to impair his sight. The yonng
men are likely to pay heavily for their

deviltry.

toe, 1.50
2.00
....

1.50
1.35
1.50
'*5°
1.25

The above lines are the most comfortable footwear made to-i!.iy.
We carry a full line, all sizes 3 to 8, Ε and EE width. Call

and

see

them.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

Tolopbouo

11B-8.

■2

η

Mid=Sutnmer Sale
Summer Suits

Pants

and

MARKED DOWN.
Lot Men's Suits, Former Price
44

"

Pants,

"

"

"

Now

$8.50,
Soo,

$6.39

4.69

6.00,

3-75
2.6S

5.C0,
3°°> 3-5°'

•59
•37

Children's Suits, Former Price $1.00,.
u
·
11
u
tt
^0>.
u
u
"
Duck Pants,
.50,.

This is
These

a

goods

5.88
5-79

7·5θ

•25

mark down sale.
all broken lots and

genuine
are

make the prices very low to close
them out, and make room for our
we

fall stock.
J.

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

T«lephone'l06*3.

corrugated solid steel
scythe, fully warranted, $1.00.
The

The celebrated India steel

scythe, 75c.,

are our

leaders.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.

inches thick, 10 inches deep, and weigh89 MARKBT
ed 22i pounds. The Boston Herald says
of this catch: There seems to be no
PARIS,
SOUTH
gainsaying that twenty-two and a half
pound salmon caught In Sebago Lake.
A rival fisherman weighed it.

Harry Feltls of Bristol is charged by
the coroner's jury with striking the blow
which caused the death of his father,
Lorenzo D. Feltis. The elder man vu
injured on the bead over a month ago,
and the son waa arrested charged with
assault and battery, but waa discharged
for lack of evidence. It was thought
that his father fell and struck his head
against» water barrel. The coroner's
jury now eharge* that Harry Feltis in·
flicted the wound with a hoe or some
other dull instrument, and he is again
under arreat

a.oo

plain

Women's Oxfords turn, cap toe,
Women's Oxfords turn, plain toe,
Women's Slippers turn, plain toe,...

prices.

Business.

CO.

2.00

Juliet welt boots, plain toe,
Women's Juliet turn boots, patent tip,...
Women's Juliet turn boots, plain toe,
Women's

SHAW, President.

Woman's halt hour. Question: "Whet can
we do to Improve our rural schools?"
Opened
by sister Clara Hamlin.
Music by choir.

A

$2.50

toe,
toe,

Women's turn lace boots, cap toe,
Women's McKay sewed lace boots,

Hebron.

Conferring 5th degree.

plain

plain

"

N.

SHURTLEFF

A.

F.

We make a specialty of comfort shoes for both
house and street wear. See following list:

YOU TRIED CUR-X-ZEMA?

quickly and permanently cures Eczema,
Itching Piles, llurus, Cuts, Sunburn, and all
skin illseascH, after all other remedies fall. At
druggists, .V)c. Sample by mall, 10c. Cur-X30-3:1
Zema Co Watcrvllet, Ν. Y.
It

post

[ Maine,

SIHJRTLEFF A CO.

stated.

4

shamrock, but, Ο man, ye
a thistle.—London Sketch.

wiley

Augustus
County of Oxford,
said District,

appropriate

to send to a friend than an

COMFORT SHOES.

Discharge.

In

CO.

<t

ΓΜίίΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΐΙΙΐϊΙΐίΐϊϊΪΐ'''''''''1'''1^'"1^*

of Maine:

occasion."

The above must have occurred about
IS 12. the locality being the north of
England.—Forest and Stream.

*u

75c.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

fled to the
Petition for
village, which, happily for us, was not In the matter of
)
AUGUSTUS F. WILEY, j In Bankruptcy.
I have frequently heard of
far οίΤ.
Bankrupt. )
but
weasels,
attacked
by
l»cr.*O!is being
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Diswas never hunted by them ou any othtrict Court of the United States for the District
er

SHURTLEFF

A.

F.

CO.

Stores, I

3

PARIS. MAINE.

Bankrupt's

thread,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

we

0./l ic

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

RICHARDS,

SOUTH

.>7

now

Post cards are the great rage all over the country just at
have placed at our cuspresent and it is for this reason that we
tomers' disposal such a big line. Come in and make your selection»

placed upon us and are prepared to do our work right.
S.

50c,

11.00,

was

card.

responsibility

feel the

inches,

37 i.2c
now

Local View*, views of all the principal places ot' interest
in our own and other states, fancy cards, comic cards, leather
cards, in fact, cards of every description. There is nothing more

Thinking People

We

Inch,

was

locality.

in this

do not risk their futuse sight
and health in the hands of in-

competents.

Goods,

44

50c,

were

Our line of souvenir post cards is made up from the «reatest
and choicest selection of cards that can be found anywhere

Many good
by cheap glasses.

ruined

lavender,

........

now

SHUBTIiEFF A

A.

variety

eye has been

a

25c
now

SOUVENIR POST CARDS.

Eye

Organ

And understood

were

Norway, Maine.

F.

Delicate

black,

and

THOMAS SMILEY,

For Sale.

-IS A-

blue, white, pink

navy

blue with small white
One Lot All Wool Dress Goods in black and

Edison Home Phonograph, new,
with new pulp horn and stand, and I
about fifty records. Will be sold
cheap if taken at once.
H. W. SHAW, Hotel Andrews.

The Human

light and

now

One Lot Arnold Silks in white and

33

nearest hedge, we ran across a pasture
field and, standing upon the farther
bank, looked back toward ourenssailants. To our dismay we saw the whole
pack, with noses to ground, steadily
tracking our course, '/lie word was
given. 'Uuu. run!' and off we scampered across another Held to take up
Still
our iKisition 011 another hedge.
the pursuit was going 011. aud the creawild shout

so

Figured

ly

with a

Silk Muslim,
up'our Muslins, Sateens,
low figures.
at
them
marked
have
very
we

want to clean

One Lot Mohair in blue and black mixtures, 36

For Sale.
Dirigo Silo, 12x16 feet;

Ensilage

nine to ten years old. We were busily
engaged iu picking wild strawberries,
which clustered in the hedgerows,
when we saw at about a hundred
yards distance α pack of at least
twenty weasels running from hedge to
hedge and evidently scenting out footsteps. It flashed upon us that we were
being hunted. So, springing over the

so

These Goods.

on

KNOW'

SHOULD

Your Wlf«, Mother or Sister
Can make Lemon, Chocolate and Cuetard pica
better tban the czpeit cook by ualng OU B-IM E"
aa all the Ingredient* are In tbe package ready
Each
enough for
for Immediate use.
two large plea, 10 centa. Order to-day from your

Pack of Weaeele.
The following extract from an Interesting book may Ikj of interest to our
It Is "From My Life as an
friends.
Angler," by William Henderson, published iu London in 1870.
"About this time, while rambling In
the picturesque lane leading from Mcrrlngton to WIndlestone with two other
boy β, an adventure occurred sufficientstartling to two little fellows from

tures were

Down, Way Down

are

c per ylr(j
and Muslins in many shades, now only
says C. G. Hays, a prominent business One Lot containing Voiles
man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen'e Arnica
and brown, with small figure·,
Salve is the quickest and surest healing One Lot Mercerized Sateens in black, green, blue
salve ever applied to a sore, burn or
'....··
10c
were 12 l-2c, now
wound, or to a case of piles. I've used
shirt
waists
and drtsi.
it and know what I'm talking about." One Lot Figured Muslins in all shades, suitable for dresses,
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
8 l-2c
·,
were 12 l-2c, now
sacques,
ing
26 cents.
now
were
25c,
12 i.2c
Silk Mueline, very neat and dainty,
One Lot

Big

a

The Shorey vaudeville troop are
and sweeter, with one
this town for a week and are giving a still go on, better
more element of discord eliminated.
the buck.
good entertainment. Next week tliey
It is a comfort to reflect—a oold,
will be in Bridgton.
comfort—that if we are
Peculiarities of Long Island.
Mr. George Gray and I. H. Berry are crawling, creepy
no special use while living, if we have
The class In geography In one of the
putting new water works into their of
never caused two blades of grass to
houses.
Brooklyn schools was asked by the
but one grew before, to
The'diphtheria case at Mr. Went- grow where
"What are some of the natural
teacher,
do
that
shall
we
to benefit,
worth'e has been very light and the child beautify and
of Long Island?"
when
peculiarities
decades
not
hence,
many
has recovered and the quarantine has at least,
The pupils tried to think, and, after
gentle death with cunning hand reduces
been removed.
us to plant food—unless we should get
awhile, α boy raised his haiid.
"I kuow," said he.
spilled overboard in mid-ocean or sleep
East Bethel.
in so low a bed that the roots of the
"Well,'what are they?" asked the
C. M. Kimball visited Portland last

Tuesday.

"EVERYBODY

MUSLINS!

»

SQUARH,
—

MAINS.

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags.
When you go on your vacation you will need a
I have a large assortment of
trunk or suit case
both and my prices will please you. I have an
extra

good

trade in

a

suit

case

for

JAMES N. FAVOR,
ex

$a.oo.

Strongest Faculty, Largest Attendance,

Finest Location and

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 9, 1907.

Equipment.

Allow ι» to irrun a courte for you an<l tiler graduation place you ta a I»*"1""
w llunilreil tn-l Twenty < t U (or belli tfee peat year we roubl only aupply IH
Three
The 1*»7 Catalogue· are now i*e<ly Sea>l for one. A M re·.

BUSS BUSINESS

COLLEGE, L«wi»to«, M«in«._

REMOVAL

fill

J

28-36

NOTICE.

I AM NOW IN MY

NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.

an>l >··■"
Which hfti b««B titled up Md enlarged aoutdbi more attractive
sn«l
renient fur customora, end which enablee me to do Better Work.
aaniplM or
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over and aee Develops
Lateet Styles in Photon.
Along with my regular work. I do
··»»
Pre· Use of I>srk l;
Finishing for am a team, nod do It m It should be.
those who wleh to do their own work.

•Γι **β·

Îlit

«jrfmrfl Smocrxt

Pretty bot, bat » good thing

belated

loUTHPABIS.

Ray

pa κι s

PARIS

$!»» "«IT·

■»un

ww*)-»*7 A. m dally: »*>·*.
". vj.1 Sunday; 10 15 r. *.. daily, 10 nS ν
ouly.
sun-lay
CHUBCHKS.
Rev. Δ. Κ. Ba'.d
c ,,n<renaUouat Church.
Preaching service, 10:45 α. m.
Γ.
4
,V> l'ool WM·; Vesper· 30 p. M. ; Y. F
V ,x) y. M Church prayer meeUng Weil
.;,veuln* at 7:» o'clock. AU, not other
ui.

J·'
"

?

cordlaUy

ïw"
0n\
*

Invited.
Γ-onnecteu. are
-ι Church. Kev. Τ. Ν. Kcwley, 1'autor
Mll
10.00a. M.
meeUng:
ir. ay. nn'rnlng prayer
Sabbath Schoo
*rvtc« 10 45 a.,
6 00 p. M.
Meeting
League
rwurth
h
evening 7:30; cl&si

i"rav>*r

mκ.'"
i'·.

.ctln^

,:

Wedne^tay

J. Wallace Chesbro
UwcVÏ^Rev.
Sunday, preaching service 10:45

,r

*

»iver
ivst

ltu

a

service 7:3».

Seats

J. IC. Little. Ha»tor
*«:nh«··-.tiirtChurch, Rev.Sunday
at 10:45 A. h

μ!,,
Γ
J ,"

>ervlce every
ν
school at 12 u. Junior Union at 3Λ
γ. P. C. Γ at 7 P. M.

is
Miss Kdlth Watkins
in Νν· va Scotia.

visiting

friends

Portland is a
Mrs Frank Needham of
at Ε. X. Anderson's.

guest

yrv Annie Wilson spent
with relatives at Belgrade.

V
tives at

the past week

Knight of Rumford visited rela-

South

Paris

Wednesday.

and wife of Lovell
0 E. Andrews
Andrews' a few days relisited at C.
cently.
Finch are
Km· t M. Swett and James

,1*11 linir

Chapman,
a

now

Y.,

is ι

of Mllo, Is wltl

days.
spending a

few

1

Charles Haines of Melrose, Mass., was
at J. P. Richardson's two or three day:
last week.

Percy M. Walker and Nathan A. Chaa<
spendiug a few days at Errol on ι
fishing trip.

are

Miss Nora Dunham visited Mrs. C. F
Barden of West Paris, Me., Saturday
Aug. 10, 1907.
Misses Mary and Martha

Cambridge, Mass.,
at South Paris.

are

guests

week at

a

after tish and

Upton,

pleasure.
<>ertrude Cobb and Miss I.ealie
M
at H. G.
Br»· ver of Portland are guests
..

>|

Base Ball Tournament.
DELANO'S

PITCHING

COMBINED

A
WIT1 I

Maxim oi
of relatives

R. J. Everett of Poland, a former high
here, was at South

Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Morton were
at Washburn Pond and Camp Concord

Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Julia Bumpus of Medford, Mass.,
is visiting relatives in Paris.
Mrs.
Bumpus is now at R. N. Hall's.
Mrs. Wallace Ryerson started
for
Ottawa Friday, called there by the
over

serious illness of her niece, Mrs. Cole.

Mrs. George F. Faroum and son, G.
Dana Farnum, have been spending a few
days at Carl Dunham's at West Sumner.
Frank E. Kimball. H. W. Dennison
and Harold T. Thaver started Monday
morning to spend a week camping at
Teak's Island.

Meeting of the G. A. R. Ladies Aug.
17. A· this is the only meeting before
the sale, Sept. \ it is hoped there will be
a large attendance.

Mrs. John W. Webber bas returned
from the Central Mau»e General Hospital
a
KvaFarrarof Auburn, daughter at Lewiston, where she went for
is getting along
W Karrar, is visiting relative· surgical operation. She
\\Λ
flaely.
at South Paris.
There will be a parish meeting of the
ν
Burnell entertained a nuni
Γ
I'niversalist Society Tue»d»y evening of
friends at tea at their home We«lb^r
this week, and it is earnestly asked that
B«utav evening.
every |>er»on interested in the well-being
of
Grace
of the society be present.
Harry Morton ami daughter
at X. D.
Auburn 'pent a few days
There is special business to come beweek.
Bolster s last
fore Paris Grange at its next meeting,
Richof
nee
11
Will
ay
and Mrs.
M
Aug. 17th, and a full attendance is
mond have recently visited Mr. and Mrs. earnestly deal rod.
few
for
a
Wise
days.
Skc kktaky Paris Graxuk.
ι,?. :£,<

Fletcher's.

An interesting and inspiring occasion
One more successful base ball tourna was the ceremony of unveiling the head·
ment was held at the fair grounds Satur stone at the grave of Lieut. Isaac
a soldier of the Revolution, in
day. The day was an ideal one for basi , Thayer,
the western part of the town of Buckball, and the games for the most part in field
Thursday afternoon.
teresting. The last game was a fin< )
Lieut. Isaac Thayer came from Brainstruggle between the old rivals, Wee t
Parie and Norway ; and although the lat tree, Mass., to Buckfield in 1792, and
ter has won the majority of games play settled on the farm which is now occued between the two teams this season pied by Webster Maxim, his great-grandWest Paris, strengthened by the additioi son. Here he lived the rest of his days,
of Bearce and Cole, was too strong foi and died in 1805, and was buried in a
sightly spot eome distance from bis
it Saturday.
The leading feature of the day's pi a; house but on his own farm. Like many
another grave made in those hardwas the work of Delano, a young left
banded pitcher who pitched all but one struggling pioneer days, his resting place
third of an inning of both games fo; has hitherto been unmarked, indeed,
West Paris. During the 17 2-3 Innlngi only α few of the older generation knew
that he pitched he etruck out 22 men its exact location.
Credit for marking the grave, as well
held his opponents to 9 scattered hits
and allowed them only one run. Thii as for the appropriate and impressive
run was scored by Norway and was s manner in which it was done, belongs
of Boston,
gift for whioh Delano was in no waj alargely to Mrs. Flora E. Barry
great-granddaughter of Isaac Thayer,
responsible. Such a record is one ol and
one of New England's noted singers.
which any pitcher might well be proud
and shows Delano to be a young pitchei Some years since Mrs. Barry began the
the
of whom great things may be expected work of looking up facts regarding
Revolutionary soldier. This required
in the future.
The teams were late in arriving on the much search among records in various
within a few
Held, but as soon as they arrived loti places, and it was not until
months that she bad secured enough to
were drawn and the teams paired Noract upon. She then secured from the
way and Bolster's Mills for the tir·»
a marker such as is providgame, and West Paris and Turner Centei government
for the second. Umpire Record then ed for soldiers' graves, and this was duly
and
and Bolster'» set, and was unveiled on Thursday.

[

[called play

Norway
through their game

Mills went
following result:

with the

Beautiful for situation is the last rest-

ing place of the soldier. The farm is on
7; IIOLSTEB'9 MILLS 3.
the east slope of the ridge of which
In the opening game which was a litStreaked Mountain forms the southern
tle late in starting Norway proved too
Near the crown of a gentle
much for Bolster's Mills and won by the extremity.
slope is the grave, and standing at its
above score. There was little to choose
head one sees to the north, east and south
between the opposing pitchers, Rich and a
magnificent panorama of that hill and
Chapman, but tbe latter'β support at valley scenery for which Maine and
critical times was bad, and Norway sucOxford County is famed.
with especially
ceeded in bunching their hits
At this sightly spot, on a beautiful
Bolster's Mills' errors.
August day, were gathered an assembly
NORWAY.
of people from near and far to aid in the
l. Β. B.H. P.O. A. B.
impressive services of the day. Although
♦
Pike, ·.»
*7 ? 5 S the place is several miles from any vil3
l.lbby, LI
;1 I
0
0 lage, at least two hundred were as2
5
11a. c*. c.f
«
«
ι
♦
ίίιΜΓμ .::.sembled, many of them coming a num? ι
*
Uamrooa, i-b
Î
7
S
ber of miles to be present, and the proS
Lowrl'.
\
J
«0000 gramme of the day was well carried out.
I
Price. 3-b
4
0
0
4
0
NORWAY

»

Jordan. 2-b

A ndertoo, r.f
Perkins. c
ToUls

3
4
*

35

0

7

0

.L

8

BOLSTER'S MILLS.

tireen, ·.■
Kro*i. 3-b
Bearce, C

sM:.:::

abseuce.

The Four Ponde fishing party made
their annual trip last week. There were
iu the party this year S. G. Burnell,
John M. Murcb, W. S. Starbird, Capt A.
A. Starbird, Maj. Rollins, an army surgeon, and Leon E. Noyes.

Mies Année Blcknell.
Mr. Herman Wanlwell.
Mr. H. L. Bunhatn. ('2).
Mr. Lutber M. Irish.
Mr. D. U. Brown.

Heidner-howe.

At the Baptist church Monday mornwhen
ing there was a quiet ceremony,
Heidner of Springfield,
Γ. <i. Wheeler of Everett, Mass., and Mr. Frederick A.

Wheeler of this place went
to Shagg Pond for a week's
lot
duping. Each of them baa a camp
η the shore of the pond, and they will
probably build next season.

Harry M.
Saturday

Co. D, Firet Regiment, N. G. S. M.,
ieft Thursday morning on the 9:34 train
for Portland, where they are taking part
in the war maneuvers under the regulaCo.
tions of the United States Army.
I> i« stationed at Fort Levett, on Cushing's Island. The company has its comofficers and men.
plement of

fifty-three

The tirst concert of the series by the
Norway Band was given Thursday eveniui; of last week instead of Wednesday,
• Ό account
of engagements of some ol
fine
the players. The evening was
tin ugh cool for August, and the usual
large crowd gathered and enjoyed the
music to the full.

What's the use to spoil a good story 1
r>»puty Sheritf Elliott of Rumford Faili

Friday
automobile, bringing a
came

into town

afternoon in hit

prisoner witt

When the sheriff lefl
the machine for a minute or two to dc
an enand, the prisoner gave the by
standers who inquired of him a startling
etory. This was that he was fired at bj
some of the Italians at Smith's Crossing
ami that in return he shot three of them
dead! It was a good story, but it was
spoiled when the fact was learned thai
the prisoner was arrested for a plaii
drunk, and that he attempted to escap<
from the automobile and broke a bont
of his leg in doing so.
•ne

leg in splints.

Mt. Mica Lodge of Odd Fellows observ
*d its thirty-third anniversary on Satur
day with a picnic at Penley's Grove
The day was fine, and while the at
tendance was not very large, all enjoyw
the affair well. The day'· principe
feature was a ball game between Mt
M a Lodge and Aurora Encampment
This was a close game, resulting in
score of 10 to 9 in favor of the lodge
There was no professional scorer to kee
the hits and errors, but the players am
the scores they made were as follows:
LODOK.

Allen, 5.
Strickland.
Wheeler.

Cro.kett, 1.
M:»reton. I.
Maraton, 1.

Tamo).
Abbott, I.
Abbott, 1.

Ko an, ).
Brown. 1.
AMrlch. 3.
Andrew». 1.
Kimball, 1.
Manon.
Molli».

Lovejoy,

By Inning·

&«·.

costume.

Immediately after the ceremony, Mr.
and Mrs. Heidner took the 9:34 train
going south for a wedding trip.
Mrs. Howe eight or nine years since

KSCAMFHKNT.

1.

~TT3|

cr

the millinery and fancy goods

store of Mrs. J. R. Bennett and has since
conducted it successfully, doing a good
business. In the social life of the village she has taken an active part, being
a useful member of the Baptist church,
and a member of the Seneca and PanTan Clubs and other organizations.
Mr. Heidner was for a number of years
traveling salesman for the Paris Manufacturing Co., but a few years since becoming interested in an oil well at Sour
Lake, Texas, in the course of events it
became advisable for him to take charge
in
of the well, and he is now exclusively
the oil producing business.
Both bride and groom are very popular
with all who know them, and have a
host of friends to wish them much hap-

piness.

later Mr. and Mrs.
A few weeks
Heidner will go to Texas, where they
Their summer
winter.
will spend the
home will be at South Paris.

Fairbanks-Crockett.
There was a quiet home wedding Monresiday morning at 10 o'clock, at the
dence of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Crockett, when their daughter, Lucelia Evange-

line, was united in marriage with Leon
Samuel Fairbanks of Norwell, Mass
at
Only family friends were present, but it
the bride has numerous connections
town, the party numbered about thirty

The decorations of the rooms were it
waj
green and white. The ceremonyof th<
performed by Rev. J. W. Chesbroservie*
Baptist church, the double ring sistei
being used. Miss Ethel Crockett,
of the bride, played the wedding march
The bride was gowned in white batisti
trimmed with val. lace over white silk
and carrier: a bouquet of white roses.
After the informal roeption follow
wen
Ing the ceremony, refreshments
served, and later the bride and groon
whicl
left for a trip of a week or two,
will spend at Camp Concord an<

they

Doble.
Dean.

Mass., and Mrs. Effie A. Howe of South
Paris were united in marriage. Rev. J.
W. Chesbro, the pastor of the church,
officiated, using the single ring service.
Only a few family friends were present.
Both bride and groom were in traveling

purchased

OF LIEUT. ISAAC THAYER.

TO WIN BOTH HEB GAMES.
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1
1
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η
0
4
1
47
0
4
0
1
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0
4
0
1
1
0
2
4
00100
3
0
«
0
0
1
4
3
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elsewhere.
Many handsome wedding gifts wer
received.
The bride is a graduate of Farmingtoi
Normal School, and since her grmdnatioi
has been engaged in teaching, for th
the Horace Mam
past two years in
School at Newtonville, Mass. She ha
is held in the highei
many friends, and
Fail
regard by all who know her. Mr.
banks has an excellent position as aasisl
ant receiving teller in the Commercii
National Bank in Boeton. They wi
make their home in Newtonville, Man

_!

A shaded stand'had been erected for the
and chairs provided for those
who had a part in the exercises.
Profeseor Maynard Maxim of Newtonville, Mass., a great-great-grandson of
Isaac Thayer, was master of ceremonies,
and called the assembly to order at 3
o'clock, the hour set, and the audience
joined in singing America.
A prayer, earnest and appropriate, was
offered by Rev. Alexander Mann, D. D.,
rector of Trinity Church, Boston.
The headstone was then unveiled, the
flag with which it had been draped being removed by the great-grandsons, of
whom seven were present. It is a plain
stone, marked:

speakers,

—

?>

!
?
At a special meeting of the Ladies of Skllltnp. 2-b
j|r- fheod-ae Tbayer and Winalow
Haskell. 1-b
T' .i. r spent Saturday and Sunday at the G. A. K. Aug. 10, the date of their Cole rf
< ϋ-.ΐι h. near Biddeford.
sale for the bcnetit of Wm. K. Kimball
fi
Post was set for Sept. 5th. Plans and Smith, l.f
and Mrs. Charles E. Brett have
M
Chapman, ρ
committees will be announced later.
a few weeks
return*· i after stopping for
5
17
27
8
36
S
Totale,
at their camp at Marshall Pond.
Shirley Pulsifer of Natick, Mass., and
Score by Innings.
Walter Pulsifer of Abington,
Mass.,
at
few
a
days
.race Thayer spent
M
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—Total.
her a student in the medical school of Tufts Norway.
with
....2 0110 300 0—7
Hiiic ί» Beach last week,
bave been visiting tbeir grand- Bolster's
College,
Hill.
0 100020 0-3
of
Kent's
Newton
Mills,..0
Mrs
fnec t,
father, Hiram Pulsifer, for the past week.
Earned run*. Norway 2; Bolster's Mille 1.
the
at
week
last
ister
B
Ph..
spent
Two ba»e hit, Bearce. «Three-basehlt, Hayes.
J. Hastings Bean, Donald H. Bean, First base on balU, off Rich 1; off Chapman 1.
the guest
Chapr an Farm on Elm Hill,
S.
A.
Carl
Briggs, George Struck out. by Rich 7; by Chapman 2. Left on
George
Briggs,
-ter, Mrs. Donald Chapmau.
of t
Richards and Rev. A. K. Baldwin were bases. Norway 6; Bolster's Mills 'J. Double
plays. Green to SklMnes to Haskell. First bai-e
M» all and Miss I)oane, teachers in members of a tishing party which spent on
error», Norway 5; Bolsters Mills 1. Hit by
η schools, are expected guests
North Woodstock last pitched ball, by Rich 2; by Chapman 1. Umpire,
a few days at
the H
vacatheir
of
Record. Scorer, Thayer.
week.
at I F. Evans* for a part
tion.
WEST PARIS 12; TURNER 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Jackson and
The Turner team proved to be the big
>1 (..'tchell and his niece. Miss Net- daughter Katherine of Melrose, Mass.,
tie t·< hell, of Boston, are spending a are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Richard- disappointment of the day. The team
few weeks of the vacation at I. F. sou for two or three weeks, most of was made up of some well known playwhich time they will spend at Camp ers and was picked by a number to be
Evans'.
the winner of the tournament. They
Owsley.
and
Boston
of
E.
Flora
Mrs.
Barry
started in with a rush which seemed to
her ni. e. Miss Flora Ritner Harlow of
Oxford Pomona Grange holds a field
uphold this judgment but their spurt
at Silas P.
are
at
House,
guests
Norway,
Conn.,
28,
Opera
day Aug.
Bridgeport,
With Cole in the box
was short-lived.
with speakers furnished by the State
Maxim's.
the first Turner batter
music by local for West Paris,
and
and
readings
Grange
few
hit for two bases, a sacrifice put him on
Miss Susie M. Wheeler spent a
talent.
Open to the public. "Come third, and an error and two singles
i!a\ with the family of T. S. Barnes at
come all."
one,
scored one run and tilled the bases with
tb
cottage at Trefethen's Landing,
Peak's Island, last week.
Improvements are in progress at Hotel only one out. Cole was then taken out
Andrews. In the ofiice a new fireplace and Delano amid much applause struck
Kluvberry parties have been very
has been built, a new fioor laid, and the out the next two batters. Delano had
the
F.
in
J.
pasture
King's
numerous
done over. the Turner batters at his mercy for the
blueber- entire interior of the room
past week and many bushels of
Other repairs and improvements are remainder of the game, and the result
ries have been taken away.
was never in doubt.
being made in the house.
! he Uebekahs had a very delightful
Irish started to pitch for Turner, and
Mrs. Horace Starbird of Myrtle Street,
after West Paris had scored six runs by
able after the lodge meeting Friday
an armful of wood Tueswhile
getting
and
cream
batting combined with some very
evening. Refreshments of ice
dav, slipped and fell, striking her good
loose fielding in three innings, I.eavitt
fancy crackers were served.
the
blow
hard
a
shoulder so
steps
against
went in to pitch. He prevented any
Mrs. Haves and her granddaughter, that some of the ligaments were torn
further scoring until the seventh inning
have
lamed'.
of
was
Auburn,
sho
and
little Margaret Hayes,
badly
away
when West Paris began to slam his
been guests of Mrs. Hayes' daughter,
The firemen are called out for another shoots, and they ended up by batting in
Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler, for a few days.
runs in the last inning.
practice drill Tuesday evening of this
The drill is at 7 o'clock sharp,
William K. Holmes, who has been at- week
Emery led both teams at the bat with
double and two singles, Bearce was a
tending the summer school at Harvard, and the roll will be callod at Engine
L.
A.
Hall after the close of the drill. No close second with three singles; his base
i- witfi his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes, for the remainder of the vaca- answer to your name, no fifty cents.
running was also one of the features of
the game. The score:
tion.
vahis
Chesbro
J.
W.
Kov.
suspended
WKST PAB1S.
William Culbert and iamily wun tueir cation for a sufficient length of time to
K.
Α.Β Β. U.H. P.O. A.
quests are occupying Neverease Cottage return here and occupy hia pulpit at the Farnum, l.f.
0
0
110
5
a week.
on l'enuesseewassee Lake for
1
12
Baptist church on Sunday, and to offi- Bearce, 2 b, e.s
3
3
5
are with them ciate at two weddings of members of his N. Rowe. c
1I
2
1
11
1
Newton
4
Marie
ami
Ray
0
0
112
Muck Monday morning, as is reported Cole, p., 2-b.............5
there.
ο
ο
12
1
2
5
R. Shaw, lb
elsewhere.
0
0
0
3
2
4
Emery, r.f.,
Miss Eva Ballard of Fryeburg ac0
ο
1
1
1
4
L. Rowe, 3 b
J. E. Mure h and family took a car0
110
5
2
companied her uncle. County Commisc.t
Billing»,
0
0
0
0
0
0
Ballard, to South Parie riage drive to Auburn Saturday, taking RidIon, 8.»
ν >uer I)eau A.
0
3
0
0
1
3
when he came last week to attend the with them Mrs. N. J. Nicholson and son Delano, (>
Norman of Jamaica Plain, Mass., who
commissioners' meeting.
10
2
12
27
12
42
Total*
have beeH visiting her aunt, Mrs. Murch,
TURNER.
The meat shop in the Jackson build- for several weeks, and leaving them at
which Elmer
from
A.B. Β. B.H. CO. A. E.
Market
ou
Square,
ing
Mr. Murch
in
Auburn.
home
former
her
11
112
—5
Stevens, 2-b
1
Vldrich recently moved, is being re1
113
0
3
and family returned Sunday afternoon. Beale, e.s
a
as
soon
1
2
0
3
0
paired, and will be occupied
4
Cavey, β
1
4
0
0
2
4
Letters advertised in South Taris post Leavitt, r.f., ρ
meat market by Theodore Thaye»-.
3
1
2
17
0
4
l
b
Burdin,
office August 12:
ο
ο
1
0
ο
3
Mrs. K. L. Powers and daughter Lillian
Bart leu, l.f
0
Mrs. Κ line, la RicharUeon.
2
3
0
0
4
G lover, 3 b
Powers' vacation at
are spending Mrs.
0
Mrs. Oliver Beland.
0
0
0
0
3
I'lillbrook, c.f.
Miss
Hebron.
in
0
.lames Bumpus'
0
1
Mr». I<!a Brown.
0
2
Ο,
IrUb, p., r.f
MN* Mlna Moore.
0
0
1
0
0
3
tranche Barrows is in charge of Mrs.
Blossom, r.f
Bennett.
Hé
Kebccca
Ml
Powers' store at Xorway during her
t

Revolutionary Soldier Honored.
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even
Paris Saturday.
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went off on the excursion trains Sunday
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Brooklyn,

for th<

Ε. X. Haskell is
week o:
his vacation visiting at Denmark.
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LIEUT.
ISAAC THAYER
•23 MASS. MIL.
ItEV. WAR.

The quartette, "To Thee, Ο Country,"
sung by Miss Flora Ritner Harlow
of Bridgeport, Conn., Miss Mary Maxim
of Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Flora Ë. (Harlow) Barry of Boston, and Miss Martha
Maxim of Cambridge. Miss Harlow is
a
great-great-granddaughter of Isaac
Thayer, the others are great-granddaughtere. All of them are well known for
their natural and well-cultivated gifts in
musical lines, and no one who knows them
needs to be told that this and all the
other musical numbers on the programme, in which they participated,
were of the highest order.
The next part of the programme was
to have been remarks by Hon. John D.
LoDg, but he was unable to bo present
by reason of serious illness which attacked him while on his way to Maine.
This fact was stated by the chairman,
with an expression of hope for his speedy
recovery. Governor Long had assisted
Mrs. Barry materially in tho preparation
for this event, and much pleasure had
been anticipated in hearing bim. As
part of his remarks he was to have read
the following letter, written by Lieut.
Thayer to his wife while in the servico.
The letter was read by Chairman Maxim:
was

Tiverton June 12th lnu
Loving and Affectionate Wife. I take

CHUBCHE8.

folds we see the marches
Shades of Lexington dlsOil,
Muskets, cannons, swords and knapsacks,
Valley Forge and Bunker Hill.
What these veteran β bore and suffered
For our liberty and peace,
That we might become a nation,
We recount when struggles cease.
We, their children's children's children,
Standing on our native soil,
Stl I revere their noble bearing,
Honor still their patient toll.
In 1U

Long In lonely graves they slumbered,

Till our clouded memory shone,
Now by grateful hearts they're numbered,
Willing hands with flowers have strewn.

Down the years the deeds of bravery
Floated like the ships at sea.
Sometimes bright but often misty,
Just ae memory chanced to be.

Peace once more hae dawned upon ue,
And the smiles have followed tear·.
May that peace they nobly fought for
Be our lot for many years.

The quartette, "Noble Republic,"

was

great-granddaughters.
Alfred Cole, Esq., of Buckfield, was to
have spoken at this point, but be wm
unable to be present by reason of illsung by the

ness, and a letter of regret was read from
him instead. A letter of regret was also
read from J. W. Penney of Mechanic
Falls, who takes a deep Interest in historical matters, especially things relating
to the Revolution, and had been given a
special invitation to be present.
A metal marker, such as is used

for

[

among'

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8
Rldeout, Paetor. Preaching service 8undav,
1030 A.M.; Sabbath School,12:00 M.; Y. P. Β
C. B., Sunday Evening, 830 P. M.; Social Meet,
lng, 7 -Ό0 P. M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
DavU,
Uni versa list Church, Bev. S. Θ.
Paetor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10»
A. M. Sabbath School, 12:00; Y. P.C.U. meet
lng, 7 H)0 P. M.
Methodist Church, Bev. C. A. Brooks, Pwtor
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
12KM M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meotlng
ftiilay evening. Epworth League, Sunday
evening, 8:00 P. M.
Bautlst Church, Bev. E. 8. Cotton, Ρ "tor
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath 8chool,
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 Ρ
M., Wednesday evening, 7:80.
_

STATUD MKBTINOB.

F. & A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,
No. '29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on 01
before full moon. Oxford Council, E. «8. M,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.-Norway Lodge.-Bcgular meeting
In (Vld Fellows· Hall, every Tuesday Evcnlnr
Wlldcy Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows'Hall, second and fourth Friday
ings of cach month. Mt. Hope Rebckah Lodge,
No. 58, meets on flrst and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets eecond and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. M, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets in New G. A. R. Hall, Mon-

Etch-

_

day evening.
Ν. K. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets in
New G. A.R. Hall, on the flrst and third Wedevenings of each month.
Fessenden Post, G. A. R., of Buckfield, nesday
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
in chaige of T. S. Bridgbam, Esq., who No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
spoke briefly in connection with tne evening.
U. O. P. F.—Sim Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
ceremony.
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
"Nearer, My God, to Thee," was sung month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
by the audience, tho grave was decorated meets
eecond and tourth Thursday evenings of
with flowers by the descendants present, each month
and the ceremonies closed with the
K. G. E.-Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerevery Thursday evening, September to
probably the first son hall,
soundiDg of tape
first and third Thursday evenings, May to
time that this pert of a eoldier's funeral May,
September.
was ever performed over this grave, made
more than a buudred years ago.
W. F. Senter of Brunswick has purchased Abbott Block, formerly owned
W. T. Abbott of Boston. The block
As lias been already stated, most^ of by
was built soon after the fire of '94 by H.
thoso who participated in the exercises
L. Home and since its completion has
wore descendants of Lieut. Isaac Thayer,
been leased by the Prince Sisters down
and a number more were there. Among
stairs as a store. The office rooms above
the direct descendants present were the
have been occupied by E. F. Smith. The
following:
property ie considered very valuable on
Granddaughter:
account of its location.
Parla.
Mr». Angeltne T. Forbes, South
Thomas W. Bradbury has his buildGreat-granddaughters :
ings on Mareton Street nearly up. He
intends to finish them this fall.
Mrs. Flora E. Barrr, Boston.
Mrs. Mary L. Turner. South Paris.
Co. D, 1st Regt., N. G. S. M., fifty-two
Mies Martha Maxim, Cambridge, Mass.
men, left for Portland Thursday mornMies Mary Maxim, Cambridge, Maes.
Mine Fannie A. Forbes,South Parle.
iug under command of Capt. J. W. Nash.
They will return on Saturday, Aug. 17,
Great grandsons :
on the afternoon train.
Olban A. Maxim, Parle.
The August session of the Norway
William Wallace Maxim, Parle.
Franklin Maxim, South Parle.
Municipal Court was held on Tuesday
I). Webeter Maxim, Bucklleld.
for civil business, the usual amount of
William L. Harlow, Bucklleld.
which was transacted.
Fred Harlow, BuckOeld.
Dr. A. N. French has greatly improvArthur E. Forbee, South Parle.
ed.
He has called on hie friends during
:
Great-great-granddaughters
the week and feels much encouraged.
M lee Flora Rltner Harl >w, Bridgeport, Conn.
Charles Lemieux made his appearance
Mary Eleanor Maxim, Uuckfleld.
in the municipal court Saturday, and in
:
Great-great-grandson
default of the payment of a fine of $5
and costs was committed to Paris jail for
Maynard Maxim, Ncwtonvllle, Maee.
thirty days on account of intoxication.
Great-great-great-granddaughtors:
The Pythian Block proposed has not
Metalena Maxim, Sewtonvllle, Maee.
Helen Maxim, Sewtonvllle, Maes.
yot found its location. The price, $4500,
for the property between Stone's drug
store and the Opora House, is considered
To give an accurato account of the too
high. The two other lots under
service of Lieut. Thayer in the Revolu- consideration are both first-class. One
tion is difficult. He served as an officer is on the corner of Bridge and Main and
of the Massachusetts militia, which was is known as the Bartlett property. Tho
called out as it was required, and in con- other is the Elm House property.
sidering its servico, we must take acThe Epworth League lawn party at
count of the difference in conditions be- the parsonage Wednesday evening had a
tween that day and these times of quick most
pleasant beginning, but on account
communication and transportation and of the rain the church vestry was called
thorough organization.
into use and a most pleasant evening's
Most of the information available on entertainment was provided for all.
file
on
in
this point is contained
papers
Ilaz^i Bennett and Gladys Frost are at
in the pension office at Washington, sent Poland camp ground for several weeke.
in
an
the
aftor
there many years
war,
They stop at the Bennett cottage.
endeavor to secure a pension for Lieut.
"Nash of Maine" has arranged with H.
him
some
who
outlived
widow,
Thayer's
R. Charlton of Montreal, advertising
time. (Tho pension, by the way, was not manager for tho Grand Trunk Railroad,
granted beforo her death.) These papers for an exhibit to be given at tho Toronto
arc somewhat fragmentary, and complete fair.
Capt. Nash will fill up the space
information can not bo gained from and have charge of the exhibit.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stearns, Mr. and
Thayer was commissioned (by Mrs. James N. Favor and Nellie Hayes
the major part of tho council of Massa- of Oxford are tho guests of Dr. and Mrs.
chusetts Bay)second lieutenant of "the H. P. Jones at their lake cottage this
third company (commanded by Eliphalet
Sawin) in the fifth reg't of Militia in the
Dr. E. C. Walker has his house at Oxcounty of Suffolk, whereof Ebenezer ford Park nearly completed. He exThayer Jun. Esquire, is Colonel/' The pects to soon move from his farm to his
commission is dated Sept. 10, 1778, and new building.
ho took the oath on the 19th of October
Dr. H. L. Bartlett bas purchased the
of the same year.
old Rustfield cemetery hearse house and
It was in the spring and summer fol- will move it to tho rear of his place on
lowing this that his service in Tiverton Danforth Street and convert it into a
wrote
was performed, during wbicb ho
garage for bis auto.
the letter which was read at the cereMrs. Eugene E. Andrews will enterThe document tain the members of the W. C. T. U.
monies as given above.
is
as
follows:
ordering this service
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Victor Partridge lost his very valuable
υΐ(ΛΐΛ lifci·., au λ y mu, HIC,
horso "Topsy"
Wednesday night of
Lieut. Isaac Thayer:
Charles I. Fogg did all
Dr.
colic.
of
the
Command
will
You
take
Sir.
tor tue norue.
the Detachment from the Kegimeut under possible
The stockholders of the Norway Opera
the
for
Detached
Command
purposo
my
held their annual meeting Monof Guarding the State of Rhode Island House
L. Hathaway, C. X.
until the first Day of July Next, and day afternoon. C.
B. Foster, C. E. Holt, Capt.
march them to Tiverton in the sd. State Tubbs, Η.
\V. Whitmarsh, W. F. Jones and F.
immediately, then apply to Lieut Col. W. Sanborn
were elected directors.
Piorce for further Orders. You will re- W.
Mrs. J. \V. Nash has charge of the
ceive these Orders from your
taxidermist business of her husband durIlumb. Serv't
ing his absence at the war maneuvers
Euknek. Thayer junr. Col.
from Aug· 8th to 17th inclusive. Mrs.
That the "round robin" is not entire- Nash understands the business as well
ly an invention of the past decade ap- as her husband.
document,
Allard & Moulton will close their busipears from the following
which is interesting both for the matter ness place for two weeks commencing
for
the
and
which it contains
quaintness Monday, Aug. 12. This is their annual
and formalness of Us style:
vacation, part of which they will pass at
their Pike Hill home and part in New
Tiverton June 29th 1779

Revolutionary graves, and a Hag, were
then placed on the grave by members of

—

thIsaac

this opportunity to let you know ray
welifare. Through the Blessings and
Goodness of God I enjoy my health at
present as I hope those will find you and
I would inform you
our Dear Children.
that I have sent you two Letters before
this) I have Nothing New to write to
you. We are Quartered in sight of the
enemy Near Rhode Island. There has
been Some Talk of our going on the
Island if the French Fleet comes in thats
expected but I dont know that we shall.
As to our Provision it is short but what
We buy milk at three
we have is good.
& four Shillings a quart.
Our Duty is hard and will be until our
Time is out. I want to hear from you
but dont expect to Till I como home. I
Rehave not time to write much now.
member my Duty to Father & Mother
and my respects to Eliphalet and also to
Lieut Niles & Mr Ilunting 4 wife, and
tell Father I would be glad if he would.
Take good care of my things. I would
not have you worry yourself to your
hurt about thinge and tell Sirah for her
15
7 father's eake to be kind to her mother
27
1
6
34
Totale
and tell my Yashti Shed'c & Eunice that
*
Score by innings.
their Daddy will come home and see
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 tt-Total.
them in a little while.
1
4—12
0
0
0
1
To the Honorable Council and House of
.">
0
1
West I'arle,
I would not have you forget me in your
1 00000000-1
Turner
Representatives convened in the State
remember
I
shall
I
as
you.
Twohope
prayers
Earned rune. West Parle 2, Turner 1.
House in Boston from
liase-hlts, Stevens, Emery. Hits, off Cole 3 In Samuel Belcher Desires to be RememCommissioned officers being detached
1-3 of an Inning; off Delano 3 In 8 an<l 2-3 In- bered to his Parents.
Braintree
People
8 In
from the militia to do duty in Tiverton
nings; off Irish, 4 In 3 innnings; off Leavitt off are all
so no more at present But
well,
Delano
off
2;
on
balls,
u Innings. First base
until July next.
Leavitt 1. Struck out, by Delano 14; by Irish 1; I remain your Loving Ilusband until
"We beg leave to acquaint your Honor
Leavitt 1. Left on bases, Turner 8; West Paris
Death,
on
base
that wo sincerely regret our misfortune
Double play, Bearce to Shaw. First
Isaac Thayer
Hit by pitched
errors. West Paris 4; Turner 2.
in not being counted worthy to receive
ball, 0. Umpire, Record. Scorer, Thayer.
"The Sword of Bunker Hill" was sung from your honors so great a reward in
as
the
WEST PARIS 4; NORWAY 1.
by request by Mrs. Barry, who is a mem- addition to the continental pay
of privates we had the honor to command,
When West Paris and Norway started ber of Old South Chapter, Daughters
We
nor doth our misfortune end here.
the l^st game there were only a few the American Revolution, of Boston.
Rev. Dr. Mann was then asked to have not received any considerat'on for
changea in the make-up of the teams.
our baggage to or from the
Dr. Mann,
Norway started with the same team, but speak, and responded briefly.mention the Transporting
place of our destination, a circumstance
in the fifth inning put Chapman of the although he did not publicly
a noted figure of which we look upon as somewhat singuBolster's Mills team into right field in fact, is a descendant of
He com- lar. We therefore pray that your honors
Anderson's place. On the West Paris the Revolution, Gen. Schuyler.
the work of the patriotic socie- would take our unhappy fate into your
team Bearce went in to catch and Kidlon mended
the early history of wise consideration and grant that relief
took his place at short. West Paris ties In preserving
such cere- which in your great wisdom may eeem
started to make trouble for Norway our country, especially by
meet and your petitioners as in duty
Farnum singled, Bearce monies as this.
immediately,
ι
Capt. Charles H. Prince of Buckfield bound shall ever pray."
him to second, he went to
He paid a tribute
third on Billings' out, and Cole came to was the next speaker.
This petition is headed by Lieut.-Col.
wae spread out bebat and scored him on a single into left to the scene which
Pierce of Dorchester, and is signed by a
consideration
then
took
and
the
in
fore
up
back
him,
run
the
field. Norway got
number of other officers, including Lieut.
his
second. Rich started off with a single, of the Revolutionary War. Although
Thayer of Braintree.
"at
somewhat as he said,
Gammon put him on second by a sacri- remarks were
The record of service of Lieut. Thayer
to go random," yet he displayed an intimate
hit
Lowell's
allowed
Shaw
fice,
events of that
among the papers in the
through him and Rich reached third. knowledge of the to be one of the war, which appears
great- pension office at Washington is as folLowell started to steal second and which he declared
results to the race, that lows, but it is evidently incomplete:
Bearce threw to catch him and did so, est wars, in its
the world has ever seen.
Rich scoring.
Col Palmer's Reg't, Capt Sawin Isaac
The dedication hymn, the words of
West Paris scored a run in the fifth on
Lieut.
Martha Thayer
Miss
written
were
which
and
by
Ridlon'e
sacrifice,
L. Rowe's hit,
Name on return of Capt. Sawin from
Miss Mary
music
the
and
Maxim
sixth
the
by
etarted
Cole
Pike's error.
June 14, 177(1 (assembled at Braintree)
took third oo Maxim, was sung by them:
with a two-base-hit,
4 days.
out.
on
scored
we
and
whereon
Emery's
tread,
'Tie holy ground
Shaw's out,
On a pay roll of Capt Job Cushings Co
Where eleepeth our Illustrious (lead,
Cole's hit, Emery was hit by the pitcher,
Col Samuel Pierce's Regt as Lieut 1 mo.
a
tear
we
shed
now
rev'roncc
With
an
20 days, from May 15,1779
putting Cole on second, Pike madeCole
O'er duet of him who reBleth here.
error on L. Rowe's ground ball,
On a pay roll of Capt Nathaniel
Tbo' marble marks this resting place,
Belcher's Co under Maj Gen'l Hancock
scoring, Ridlon hit safely and Emerj
Centuries cannot efface
to
was thrown out at the plate trying
The sacrifice to worthy toe,
at Castle William as Lieut from Sept 3,
in
the
of
the
heroes
Of
Ago!
run
last
Long
eighth.
They got their
1779, 1 mo. 26 days.
The glorious birthright to our land,
Norway could do nothing after the sectc
around
owe to this Immortal band,
man
We
one
ond, getting only
The New York Sun recently took the
Through agos still shall shine their light
third and only two men to second.
For Freedom, Country, Truth ami Right.
cast of "Qunicy Adams Sawyer" a rural
drama which is to be seen here shortly,
WEST PARIS.
To-day fond kindred gather here,
To honor one to memory dear.
as a proof of its theory that the greater
A.B. Β. B.H. P.O. Α. Ε
:
we lift our voices free
With
1
1
1
praise
1
5
success of a play was made by a compeFarnum, l.f
1
5
For lives that gave u·— Liberty!
0
7
0
4
Bearce, c.
tent cast of players who were not well
I
0
1
0
0
4
c.f
Billings,
(
5
1
Charles F. Whitman, Esq., now of known, rather than a cast of well-known
3
2
4
Cole. 2-b
0
0
10
0
4
Norway, but a native of Buckfield and favorites. To quote the Sun, it said:
Shaw, 1-b
ο
ο
0
0
S
Emery, r.f.
co-laborer in the preparation of Its hie· "An illustration in point is given in
0
0
0
0
0
Ν. Rowe, r.f.
ι tory, great-grandson of another Revo1
0
1
1
4
'Quinay Adams Sawyer' at the Academy
L. Rowe, β-b
1
1
1
0
3
lutionary soldier, next responded to the of Music. No more than two members
Ridlon, s.s
3
0
12
4
his
of
course
Delano, p.
! call for remarks. In the
of that company were known to the first
i stirring address be called attention to audience. Yet the cast was complete
12
27
4
7
35
Totals
Several of the
the large part which Revolutionary and truly admirable.
NORWAY.
soldiers have taken in the history of Yankee types were sketched by real
A.B. Κ. B.H. P.O. A. I
2
i Buckfield—a remarkable record. Over artist· and no mistake. Mr. Stephen's
1
2
0
4
F ike, 8.8
J one hundred soldiers of the Revolution
1
2
0
0
4
delineation of a rustic old bachelor in
Libby, i.f
0
1
0
0
4
the early settlers of Buck· demonstratively amorons moods is a fine
! were
Hayes, c.f
1
4
J
J
Rich, ρ
\
the
L field.
1
15
Sixty-five died in town, and
achievement in artietic eccentricity, and
2
0
β
Gammon, 1-b
1
12
0
0
i
graves of many of them are unmarked all the more enjoyable because the artist
Lowell. S-b
2
3
0
0
He
4
some of them even unknown.
Jordan, 2-b
is not a celebrity."
j and
0
0
0
0
0
Anderson, r.f
9 urged that this occasion should be onlj
0
1
1
0
2
Chapman, r.f.
"
and
2
find
3
to
of
an
endeavor
0
0
the beginning
S
Perkins, c.
A Cwtaln Cure for Aching Feet.
: mark these graves.
17
37
β
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder; cure# Tired,
1
82
Totals
A poem, written for the ocoasion bj Aching, Sweating, 8wolfon feet. Sample eent
Score by Innings.
William Wallace Uaxim, a great-grand FREE, also Sample of Foot-Eask Samitart
Cork-Pad, a new Invention. Address, Allen ».
12345678 9—Tota
son, was read by Mrs. Barry :
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
ο 1 ο- 4
1
0
1
ο
0
1
Weet ParU.
ODB HONORED DEAD.
0 1 0 0 ο ο 0 0 0-1
Norway,
Who lake· Lemon Pie 1
base-hlt [·
Patriot· here and men of valor,
Earned run·, West Paris S. Two
1 '·
You should try at once "OUB-P1E" PreparaAll who wished our land to save,
Cole, Gammon, Delano. First base on bails,
I
Left ο D
tion for delicious Lemon Pies. A lady say·:
We have come this day to hallow
Struck out by Delano, 8; by Rich 4.
base ο
will never again try to make lemon pie In the old
This dear spot where aleep· the brave.
base·, West Parla 5; Norway 5. First
way wi»lle I can eet OURPIB* Preparation."
error·. West Parla 5: Norway 3. Hit by pltcbe
We who prise our Independence,
I.
Try It and you wlfl «ay the «une. At grocers,
ball, by Rtoh 1; by Delano 1. Umpire, Recor
Liberty and lasting peace,
10 oenta.
floorer, Thayer.

(sacrificed

A COUNTRY VISITOR.

NORWAY.

We who from the yoke of bondage
Glory In our grind release.
Memory clings to fallen heroes,
FlUtlng back a hundred ywre.
That same flag still floats before us,
Bringing ail Its name endears.

Hampshire.

The fire department test at Wm. F.
Jones' place on Pleasant Street Tuesday
evening was not of the most satisfactory
nature. The force was small and water
could not be thrown to the roof of the

The New York Man Felt Above Him,
but Changed His Opinion.

One of t?i« mêst successful wholesale
dry goods merebauts New York city

had the jiecullnr habit of regarding as bis inferior any man who
was engaged in a business less genteel, as be held, than bis own. In bis
employ was a young Vermonter, who
ever saw

essential to have in the
house as tea, coffee, flour and

JUST

ognize

tinware merchants us desirable

acquaintances.

!" shouted
"Hold ou h minute, Mr.
the Vermonter after tlie retreating fig"Are these here things goln' to
ure.
be paid when they fall due?"
Prom his wallet the Vermonter drew
several slips of paper, which he held
up to the dry goods merchant's face.
The merchant glanced at theui nnd effusively bade the Vermonter welcome

WHAT?

sugar.

Perolin

felt highly elated when one day a man
from his native town who was visiting
the city called on him. The man was
somewhat crude In his manners, but
he hnd piled up a fortuno in the tinware business and in buying up at a

discount in times of panic commercial
paper which be believed was good.
The youth Introduced the Vermonter
to Ills employer.
"What business are you In?" asked
the dry goods prince as the two shook
bauds.
"The tlnw-a-a-r business," drawled
the Vermonter.
Without a word the dry goods merchant turned on his heel and bolted
into his private office. He didn't rec-

as

Perolin
Perolin

IT PREVENTS

KILLS BUGS, INFROM FLYING.
IS
NON-COMBUSTIBLE.
AND
MILLERS;

DUST

SECTS, MOTH
THINK WHAT ALL THIS MEANS TO YOUR HOME.

J. P. Richardson,
lyShall

nounced

as

not

OLD TIME CELEBRATIONS.

previously

—

Clothing.

was

the greatest holiday.
"Industrious citizens," we are told,
"appropriated the hour of noon for the
congratulations of the day. Each family enriched the domestic meal with
bountiful provisions, aud gay spirits
and temperate and undiesembled joy

We call your attention to
semi-annual mark down
of men's summer suits. All

There were speeches and processions
nnd Illuminations for the less industrious who were willing to give something more than the hour of noon to
the célébration, but the most memorable observance of the day was that of

This sale
several dollars.
includes all the popular gray
shades in light and dark

perhaps

our

of these suits

bought

provide

the

We

them

down

now

Better

needs.

before the lines

come

now

broken.

are

H. B. Foster,

be seen lu any of the buildings."
Tills Is equaled by the summing up
of the celebrations of Fourth of July
for the saine year, a day observed with
great rejoieliiKs. No accidents are reported, and the editor concludes, "In
short in every place we heard from
happiness wns the order of the day,
of

suits

new

season.

It's economy to
for future

mixtures.

the Harvard students.
"Saying to each other that It would
be disgraceful to pretend to houor
Washington with riot nnd disorder,
they retired to their chambers before U
o'clock, and by the time the bells
censod ringing there was not a light to

tranquillity
Companion.

are

this

have marked

all classes."

pervaded

an-

Men's

The files of old newspapers are a
and
manners of their times. In the papers
of 17Utl the accounts of public rejoicings
show that these were few In number
nnd that the method of keeping them
differed widely from our Ideas of fes-

priceless record of the history

Washington's birthday

on

—

Happlneee the Order of the Day, Tranquillity of the Night.

tivities.

as

Mark Down

big discount.—Brooklyn

a

this week

Congo Rooting

advertise

Perolin should be better advertised in this section.

to his private office. The papers were
notes to the extent of $50,000 uttered
by the dry goods merchant nnd which,
unknown to him, the Vermonter had

bought up at
Eagle.

By

For Sale

One Price Clothier,

Copyright

Norway, Maine.

by

1907

Hare Schatf'ncr iff Marx

night."—Youth's

The Luscious Grape.
The grape, whose purple flood man
for century after century has converted Into wine, is a Persian by birth.
Its cradle was on the sunny bills to the
south of the Caspian sen, and there the
ancients ate It and enjoyed Its add
taste. The men of ('aubul ground it
to a dry powder nnd ate it with relish,
half as a medicine, half because they
liked It. And then those days went by,
and we hear of the renowned grapes of
Palestine, which grew in immense
clusters and weighed tlfteeu pounds to
the bunch. Noah planted the vine Immediately after the deluge. The book
of Genesis mentions bread aud wine,
and the Israelites complained that
Moses and Aaron had brought them
out of Egypt Into a dry and barren
Jand where there were neither figs nor

REMNANTS.

This year we have decided to
give two remnant sales. We shall
hold the second one

Friday, Saturday and Monday,
August

Among

these remnants

black and colors

as

well

q,

and

io

12.

several nice skirt patterns in
goods from nearly every depart-

are
as

ment in the store.

vines.

A Difficult Feat.
Have you over tried to stand upright
on a log perhaps a foot across the butt
out la au open lake, keeping your balance to every roll and dip of the log?
Well, if you had you would realize better the marvelous balance of the man
who not only has to do this, but also
maneuver other logs down the current
with a long pike pole, chain beoms together with numbed fingers, and, In
fact, do the whole of his day's work
while balancing on a twirling, twisting, half submerged tree trunk.—Wide
World Magazine.

Underflannels.
All our Misses' underflannels are marked at closing
and in the Ladies' short sleeve goods we are offering
Yours Sincerely,
very attractive bargains.

prices
some

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY. MAINE.

Immune.
"You'd better get out. Hero comes
that Idiot Roreham, and lie's got a story
fie thinks Is new that he'll Insist on

handing you."
"No, he won't. I'm immune."
Charles Frost has sold his North Nor"How's that?"
way homestead to Edward Mann. Mr.
"I told him the story."—Cleveland
Mann has sold his place on the Rumford
Leader.
road to John Rhodes.
Lodge Deputy C. A. Brooke installed
the officers of the Good Templars' Lodge
Worse Than He Felt.
house.

Monday evening.

The

numbers sixty-three.

membership now

The Yonne People's Guild was entertained Monday evening by Mary Bickford. The lawn was beautifully lighted

with Japanese lanterns.

passed the evening
socially. There was
ments.

The company

with games and
music and refresh-

S. Ames of Sherborn, Mass., is
visiting his Norway friends for a time.
He was a former resident of Norway.
Mrs. Sadie Connor of Lynn, Mass., is
visiting her mother, Mrs. James Smith.
Lewis Lovejoy on Wednesday fell and
cut a gash in his face that required the
services of a surgeon. Several stitches

George

were

necessary.

Cutting—I suppose it did make you
feel mean. Duhhs—Will, I should say!
Why, I felt like a plugged nickel! Cutting—Ah! But what a blessing it is
that we never feel quite as bad as we
look.—Philadelphia Press.
Meeting Trouble.

LOOK
At

our

greatly reduced prices.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
South Paris, Maine.

More people would snap their Angers
in the face of trouble if trouble didn't
have such a sudden way of swooping
dowu on us.—Chicago Record-Herald.

Though we travel the world over to
find the beautiful, we must carry It
with us or we find it not—Emerson.

Frank P. Stone and daughter Beatrice
were at tho Bath celebration this week.
When a man seeks your advice he
Mrs. S. C. Foster and daughters have
returned from a very pleasant visit at generally wants your praise.—ChesterAuburn.

for some time with Wm.
Holt at North Norway, has returned to

Cyril Foster,

his home.

Dr. H. L. Bartlett's residence
Street has been painted.
Robert Millett and his two children
and sister Mercy of Hanover, Mass., are
visiting in town.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cummings are at
home from Bemie for a few days. Mr.
and Mrs. Cummings are at Bemis nearly
all the time of late with the extensive
business of the Cummings Bros, at that
on

Main

field.

Born.
in Rumford Fall·, Aug. 5, to the wife of Theodore Hawley, a son.
In East Sumner. Auk. 3, to the wife of Pearl

Bratleen,

a

Sunday.

The most eminent medical scientists
are unanimous in the conclusion that
the generally accepted limitation of
human life is many years below the attainment possiole with the advanced
knowledge of which the race is now
possessed. The critical period, that
determines its duration, seems to be between 50 and 60; the proper c»re of the
body during this decade cannot be (oo

never-falling monthly regulator. At Dranrlib
Sample package FREE
or by mall 50 cents.
ι Address, The Mother Gray Co., Le Boy, Ν. T.

August Clearance Sale of
Summer Goods.

Parts.

In 8outh Paris, Aug. 12, by Key. J. Wallace
Chesbro, Mr. Leon S. Fairbanks of Norwell,
Must., and Miss Lucella C. Crockett of 8outh
Paris.
In Bethel,

Died.
In North Lovell, Aug. 3, Alfreda Α., wife of
Sidney McAllister, aged M year·.
In Bethel, Aug. Τ, M. t. CooUdge, aged 81
years.

shall sell our Men's,
Summer Suits at liberal re-

During this month

Youths' and

Boys'

Men's Suits at

a

Youths' Suits at

Children's Suits

we

regular prices.

ductions from the

Married.
South Parle, Aug. 1*2, by Rey. J. Wallace
Cbesbro, Mr. Frederick A. Heldner of Springfield, Mass., and Mrs. Effle A. Howe of South
In

Aug. 4, Mr. Everett Mitchell of
Hanover and Misa Jennie K. Swan of East
Bethel.
In Berlin, Ν. H., July 19, Mr. Edward Warren
of Andover and Miss Daisy Bragg of Upton.
In Bethel, July 38. by Ββτ. Mr. Dixon of Bosstrongly urged ; carelessness then being ton, Mr. Frank N. McKeen of Boston and Miss
beet
I. Grey of Bethel.
Nature's
to
helper
Margaret
fatal
longevity.
In Stockton Springe, July 30, by Rev. Η. E.
after 50 is Electr'.c Bitten, the scientific
Mr. Preston Leonard Holt of Mexico
Boulllard,
Seanport.
tgnic medicine that revitalizes ever; and Miss Lillian Davis Smart ofΒβτ.
K. W. WebIn Rumford Falls, Aug. β, by
organ of the body. Guaranteed by F, A.
VVcotworth of Romford
John
Mr.
ber,
Wesley
Shurtleff Λ Co. 50 cents.
Watervtlle.
of
Dubas
A.
Mamie
Miss
and
Falls
Her· la Relief for Wone·.
It yon have pains In the back, Urinary, Blad
der or Ktdnoy trouble, and want a certain, pleasant herb cure for woman's 111·, try Mothei
It Is a safe and
G ray's Λα* tral tan-Leaf.

BLUE 8TORE8.

eon—Theodore.

In North Waterford, Aug. 5, to the wife of
Bobert Kimball, a daughter.
In North Parle, Aug. 2, to the wife of A. T.

IIollli, a daughter.
In Norway, Aug. 3, to the wife of John P.
Judklns, a eon.
In Norway, Aug. 5, to the wife of Vernon W.
Staple*, a eon.
In South Parle, Aug.to the wife of Napoleon
Dufreene, a daughter.
place.
In DlxfleM, Aug. 8, to the wife of Charles H.
Hobart Ames, while riding his bicycle
a son.
in company with hie cousin with whom EustU,
In Canton, July 31, to the wife of Harry Abbe collided, fell and broke his left arm bott, a son.

THE LIMIT OF LIFE.

"Trimmed Hats" at

$1.00

discount of
discount of

at a discount of

Both Dress and Work Odd Trousers at

a

to

$5.00

1.00 to 3.00

a

50

to

1.00

discount of 50c. to $(.00.

Outing Suits and Outing Trousers
are

included in the Mark Down.

these

goods

the

irost.

Just

the month you need
/

Straw Hats Marked Down to Close.
Come in and

help

us

reduce stock.

We Have

a

Bargain

for You.

F. H. NOYES CO.

South Paris,

(2 Stores,)

CASTORIA Fer lofants and Children.
Th· Kind Υ·Β Ηιν· Alwns Bought

Norway.
*

<*

mC£^/zf&SXiu

CAUSE AND CURE
OF APPENDICITIS

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

)
HECTOR BIAUCHKSNK. [ I» Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hum. Claeknck Hale, Judge of tbe District Court of Vhe United State· for th« District

λιι Um matter of

of Maine:

BKAUCHESSE, of Mexico. Id the

County of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
HECTOR
said District, respectfully represents that

In

on

July, IS06. be wan duly
readjudged bankrupt under the Act·of Congre··
lating to Bankruptcy; that be ha* July surren
1er*·! all hi· property and rights of property,
with aU tbe requirement»
and has fully
of said Acts and or tbe onlers of Court touching
hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreed
rrom all
by the Court to have a full discharge
said
debt· provable against bis estate under
bankruptcy Acts, except such debt· as are ex
sucn
from
discharge.
law
cepted by
Dated this 19th day of Jul?. Α. Γ>. 1907.
the

.lay

ilet

THE SIMPLE REMEDY
TIUT EFFECTS THE OIK

of

compile·/

Professor Blanchard of the French Academj
of Medicine has spent a great amount of tim«
studying that dread disease—Append Icitla. la
company with Professor Metchnikoff, he has
carefully examined numerous cases, and both

HECTOR BEACCHESNE. Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District or Main κ, se.
«►η this 27th day of July. A. D. 1907, on readpetition. It la
ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
of Aug.. A. D.
upon the same on the 16th day
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnotrict. at 10 o'clock in tbe forenoon ; and that
tice thereof be published In tbe Oxford Demo
and
said
In
District,
erat, a newspaper printed
that all known creditor·, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at tlie said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor» copie· of said petition an·" this order, addressed to them at tbelr places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Claeence Hal»:. Judge of
tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In «aid District, on tbe 27th day of July, A. D.
1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. β.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
JAMES E. IIEWEY. Clerk.
Attest

have reached the conclusion that the core is not
the knife. In more than forty case· the symptoms of Appendicitis disappeared after the
patients had been treated for worms.

There are, no doubt, many persons suffering
from worms who are erroneously attributing
their trouble to some other cause. A few doses
of Dr. True's Elixir *re sufficient la most cases
for the complete expulsion of the worms.
The presence of these parasites is easily recognized by the following symptoms
Indigestion;
foul tongue; offensive breath; variable appetite;
hard and full belly with occasional gripings ami
pains about the narel; heavy, dull eyes; itching
of the nose; short dry cough; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow and frequent
fever ; in children—convulsions and bed wetting
Dr. True's Elixir will not only expel the
worms, but'will build up the whole system as
well.

IJ

Bankrupt.
rupt. )

Ic

Bankruptcy.

To tbe Hon. Clakem e Hale. Judge of the L)l»trtct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine
A LBEKT COULOMBE, of Kumford, In tbe
C\. Countv of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 1:1th day of October, last past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Act· of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Coort touching hi· bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
de'its provable against his estate under said
Bsakruptcv Act·, except such debts as arex ttpted bv law from such discharge.
Dated this 22nd day of July, A. D. 1907.
ALBERT COULOMBE, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
uisTsitx

i>f

jatisft,

[

w.

On this 27tti Jay of July, A. D. 1907, on read-1
Inz the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a heart ηκ be had
A. I».1
upon the saine on the 16th day of Aug.,
19Γ7, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnothat
and
In
forenoon
the
;
trict, at 10 o'clock
tice thereof be published In the < >xford Democrat, a newspaper print»··I In said District. ami
th.it all known creditors, ami other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time ami place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
not be granted.
priyer of said petitioner should
Ami It le further ordered by toe Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor» copie» of «aid petition ami this or 1er, ad<lreese<! to them at their placée of resilience as
state·).
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, ami the seal thereof, at Fortland, In said District, on the -Tth day of July,
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
rue.J
A true copy of |>etltlon an.I order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Attest
PROBATE SOT1CKV
To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tues»lay of
July, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and seven. The following matter
having !*een presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby okdekkii:
That notice thereof b« given to all persons Interested. by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rumford rails, on
the third Tuesday of August, A. D. 1907, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If ther see cause.

published

REBECCA D. LOVEJOY, late of Andover,
deceased, final account, also oetitlon for distribution of balance remaining in bis hands, presented by Edmund M. Bailey, administrator

ADDISON E. HEK1UCK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK. Regleter.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly ap]>o!nted administrator of the

estate of
DANIEL Β. KEENE. late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. All peisons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desire» I to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JOHN H. ROBINSON.
July 16th, 1907.
NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly anpoluted administrators wttn
the will annexed or the estate of
OLCUTT B. POOR, late of Andover,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said decease»! are
desired to present the same for settlement,
ami all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
EDMUND M BAILEY.
ABB!Ε U. POOR.
July 16th, 1907.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly ap|>olnled administrator of the
estate of
LORENZO D. THOMPSON, late of Brtwntleld.
In the County of Oxford. decease»l, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all lndebte<l thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.
FRED R.THOMPSON.
July 16th, 1907.
P. Ο address, Conway Centre. Ν. H.

success

using

I have had in

one

bottle oi

I gave it to my children, and
after the third dose one of them passed a
long round worm. I also wish to say it is
your Elixir.

of the safest and best medicines
I would
in the house for children.
one

without it now."

Sincerely

Mrs.

yours,

Henry

to

have

not

C.

b«

Joy.

scarce.

Each inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he believes that auy information which one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
and he often so broadens his answer at
to make it a complete essay on the sub
ject discussed. A year or two ago Mr,
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valu
able horse had been attacked with a dis
ease of which he had known nothing
until he had recently read of it in The
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr
Smead had taught bim enabled him tc
Another farmer arose
save his horse.
and said he had had a similar experience
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
C. C
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23
"I desire to express my gratitude to yoi
through The New-York Tribune Farmer
and to say that I regard you as the most
able, practical and thoroughly safe
writer of the present age, and to expresf
my hope that you may live to serve the
farmer and our dumb friends for mauj
years to come."
The regular price of the New-York
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year,
but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year foi
ου.

For Service
the

right good

right

size.

Berkshire Boar, jus!
Service fee $1.00.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost at
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
and contains all the most important news of The Dailj

GOOD

is a

good

AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have nol
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost,
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it witl
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A
DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

you a free

sample

DOUGHNUTS.

BLUEBEBBY

What two wild flowers do the pictures suggest?—New England Homestead.

No. 196.—Novel Word Square.
2. A
Across: 1. Au army officer.
black wood. 3. A title of respect used
in India. 4. Pertaining to the ancient

Carthagiuians.
Centrals, downward,
England.

cruel king of

a

No. 197.—Missing Rhymes.
"Summer," said the humming
"Summer Is the time for
Richest fields of luscious
Honey cups all brimming

Not

cloud the long day
best—don't

a

—.

Τ

I like summer

No. 198.—Riddle.

dull and. sometimes shiny:
I am large and very tiny;
I am hard and likewise soft.
And you may throw mo high aloft.
To some I bring much gladness;
Prefixed by Mack, much sadness.
I am where there's music and mirth,
And I am like this beautiful earth.

I

am

No. 199.—Subtracted Town·.
(Remaining letters may be trans-

posed.)

1. Kroui a town In Texas take one
aud leave noises.
2. From a town in New York take
one and leave a girl's name.
3. From u town in Pennsylvania take
one and leave rested.
4. From a town in New Jersey take
oue and leave a fragment of cloth.
5. From a town in Pennsylvania take
one aud leave a child's toy.
G. From η town in New York take
one

aud leave

state's abbreviation.

a

No. 200.—Triple Beheadings.
1. Triply behead a favorite pursuit or
topic and leave a preposition. 2. Triply behead a fabric made from the wool
of the Angora goat and leave atmosphere. 3. Triply behead made of clay
and leave at that time. 4. Triply liehead luck and leave an air. 5. Triply
behead to snap with the finger and
leave part of the face. C. Triply behead a horned animal and leave to run
away.
No. 201.—Queer Island·.
1. Islands that are foud of amusement.
2. Islands that are dark colored.
8. Islands that are a kiud of wine.
4. An island that is above all others.
5. An island that is a large dog.
G. An island that Is a woman's vine-

yard.

7. An islaud that is a crop and to
fasten.
8. Islands that are a feminine name.
9. An Island that is not short.
A Large Cavity.
Martha- The dentist tohl me I had a
large cavity that needed filling.

Ethel—Did he recommend any spe-

study?—Cincinnati

cial course of
une.

Trib-

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 186.—Simple Arithmetic: 1. Water plus (f.iloo(d), Waterloo. 2. G(e)ar
plus field, Garfield. 3. Mont plus real,
Montreal. 4. Ainaz(e) plus on. Amazon.
No. 1ST.—Kiddle: Lute. loot.

No. 188.—Mythological Diagonal: Me
nelaus. 1. Mausolus. 2. Meleager. 3.
Penelope. G.
Cynthius. 4. Alcestls.
Garthelo. 7. Adrastus. 8. Anchises.

No. 18!·.- Fnlgma: Altogether.
No. 190.—Charade—Cat-u-oomb.
No. 191.—A Famous Novel: "Kenll-

worth."
No. 102.—Geographical Cube:
l.p

κ

ι

β

κ

ο
A

A

Ν

U

Β

Ε

>

M

X

I

4.

S
Κ
A
R

7.

A
Β

R

I
Ο

A

L

A

copy.

L

C
Α

2.

ι.

J

8. D

a

S

L

8.

I

Ο

I

Α

Ν

Α

No. 193.—Decapitations:
2. G ate. 3. S-plke.

β.
1. G-llsten.

Only a little cold in the head may be
the beginning of an obstinate case of

I

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildWashington, D. C. It is located in the
ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Paroid
with
Roofing. The Government also

heart of the citv and is covered
etc. It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses,
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, wareor siding. It is perhouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see. what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send a 3 cast stains lor book of np-to-data poultry *ad term building plana.

5. P. MAXIM & SON,

Agents, South Paris, He.

Nasai Catarrh. Drive out the invader
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
to the stuffed up air passages. Price
50 cents. If you prefer to use an atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm. It has
all the good qualities of the remedy in
solid forui and will rid you of catarrh or
hay fever. No cocaine to breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to dry out the
secretion. Price 75 cents, with spraying
tube. All druggists, or mailed by Sly
Bros., 58 Warren Street, New York.

A

Breaking It Qently.
southern lawyer tells of a

damage·
man

to

brought agaiast

in that state.

a

suit for

Georgia
railway operating

the property

of a

The case was lost in the

Superior Court, but the injured party in-

sisted upon carrying it to the Supreme
where he represented his own
cause.
He began his argument in a
some y bat whimsical fashion by sayiog:
"May It please the Court, there is an
old French adage which declares that 'a
man who is his own lawyer, hath a fool
for a client.' "
The next month the Supreme Court
pronounced its decision, which was adverse to the Georgian.
He was in At·
Piano, lanta at the time, but received the anThe Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter
nouncement of his second and final disare all first class, high
instruments, and are sold for just as low appointment by means of a telegram sent
Also I have him by a prominent Jndge who was an
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
intimate friend.
Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
The telegram read as follows: "Judglow, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in ment for defendant in error. Frenoh
adage affirmed by Supreme Court."—

Court,

PIANOS.
grade

the best

pianos

that

are on

Player

the market.

W. J*. W iieeler db Co.,
Billing· Blooll,

»utl& 3

botter,

2 oua

living?"

Gray."

1 cup of molasses, 1 cup sour milk, 1
"What!" she exclaimed, taking a step
egg, 1 teaspoon soda, pinch of ginger forward.
and salt.
"I aaid it waa up to me to marry Kitty

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

tableepoonfuls

of

"No."
tablespoonfuls of sugar, 2 cops of floor,
"Not if I—if I"—he hesitated—"not if
3-4 cop of meal, 2 teaspoons cream tarI take my own life?"
tar, 1 of soda, a pinch of salt.
ν
"No, no," ahe insisted.
DOUGHNUTS.
He aaw bow futile were all hia plead1 egg, 1 cup sour milk, 1 cup sugar, 1 ings. Hie eyes stiffened and hia face
teaspoonful of soda, a pinch of cream grew hard. Her cruelty waa reacting
tartar, 1 tablespoonful sour cream, flour upon him.
to roll.
"Very well," he aaid, turning away;
"It la now up to me to marry Kitty
M0LAS8ES

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great numbers oi
the readers of The New-York Tribune
Farmer is a fair basis for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is knowr
as its Veterinary Department is every
where eeteeme<l highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department. Dr
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of il
for more than five years, every week an
swers very many questions in regard tt
every variety of livestock known on tlu
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how
the diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rules for feed
iud care in health, in sickness and in
convalescence.
Every farmer keep:
some livestock—good veterinarians arc

for ckUdrmmt Μ/·, «wf. Mo eplatme

AS

1 egg, 2

Dr. True's Elixir is *o1d by druggists everywhere at 35c, 50c, and $1.00 a bottle. An interesting and in>tructivebooklet entitled "Childrtn
and Th'i> IHi'Uiti" will be sent free to all who
apply for it, by simply addressing Dr. J. Ψ.
Tra· A. Co., Aaburn, Ht. We have a special
treatment for tape-worm. Send for free book.

A

POLEYSHONETHCAR
ALMOST

it baa no bearing on tbla chronicle.
"So, Misa Tyndall," he waa saying,
194.—Charade.
No.
persist in breaking onr engage"yon
We had pitched our second on the
ment?"
CBEAM TARTAR BISCUIT.
banks of the "wandering first" uud
"I do," she nodded with adamantine
1 quart of floor, 2 teaapoonfala of
had gathered orangée, which we third
firmness.
cream of tartar, 1 of aoda; rob in a
"And you will not marry me?1'
luxuriously, when word cauie that the piece of botter. Roll out, cot with bis"Never."
whoi-k of the country demanded our cuit cutter and bake.
"No matter what I do?"
presence.
GBAHAM BOLLS.
"What mattera it to me?"
"Not if I plunge Into the flowing
No. 195.—Hidden Wild Flower·.
1 cup sweet milk, 1 cop eoor milk, 1
bowl?"
1
of
cream
of
2
sugar,
teaspoonfuls
egg,
"No."
Mix a
or butter, 1 teaapoooful of soda.
"Not if I gamble away my patrilittle thinner than fritters with graham
mony?"
flour.
"No."
CAMP OWSLEY HUBBAH.
"Not If I waste my aubatance in riot-

By COLIN

Harper's Weekly.

"Did I tell you the story of the old
church bell?"
"No. Let's hear it."
"Sorry, but it can be tolled only on

Sunday/'

*

CAKE.

Gray."

Copyright,
Ρ

WOT.

when the Jack of Spades captured
the Queen of Heart· and the King of

by M. M. Cunuluxham.

C

Spades," Culbert

the effect that his name was John RyHis name
moiuls wero of no avail.
was Jack, and he was as black as the

of spades, so the name clung.
At first he was angry, bnt one could
not remain angry long with Kingsland
Culbert, and In the end Jack wound up
by paying him a hero worship that at
times threatened to cost the man his
position; for with Culbert in the elevator It ran express to the next to the
top floor. 110 matter what the other
passengers might threaten.
But Jack had gained the position
through having saved Buckley's little
girl from a runaway accident, and he
merely smiled tolerantly at the complaints and suggested that perhaps the
ace

elevator had become unmanageable.
Until Edith McQueen came. Culbert
had reigned nlone, but after that he
was relegated to second place, the only
Instance wherein, according to Ben
Ilodgmau, the queen outranked both
king and Jack in the pack.

"You wouldn't marry that girl, would
1 cop sugar, 1-2 cup sweet milk, 1 egg,
butter size of an egg, 1-2 teaspoonful of you?"
"Why not? She's aa good oh anybody,
soda, 1 teaspoonful of cream tartar, 1 Isn't
she?"
coffee cup of blueberries put in just be"No, she ian't."
fore putting Into the tin ; mix quite stiff
"
I guess yes, she is."
Miss McQueen was employed by
with flour.
"But I know better. Why, she Is—"
& Pettlt, whose office was
Ilodgman
he
Miss
"I
G1NGEBBBEAD.
Tyndall,"
beg your pardon,
on the third floor, and it was Culbert's
"but
leanalmost
fiercely;
12 cup sugar, 1-2 cup molasses, 1-2 interrupted
on his
not permit anyone to traduce Miss Gray habit to drop off at their offices
cup butter, 1-2 cup sweet milk, 2 cups of
out to lunch and pick up the girl,
in
way
ray
presence."
1
1
flour, egg, scant teaspoonful of soda
"I'm not traducing her. I'm only lie had obtained the position for her,
and spices.
telling the truth. She is red-headed and It was understood that they were
GINGEB SNAPS.
and"—
engaged, though no golden band an"I like red hair," he broke in tenderly. nounced that fact.
Boil 1 cup of molasses, 1 of sugar and
on
It
like
won't
Kitty
1 of butter together and let it cool a lit"Well, you
Then there came the day when Jack
tle, then add 1 teaspoonful of soda, 1 Gray. She has a temper that"-noticed that Miss McQueen had been
"I beg your pardon."
of ginger and 1-2 cup of hot water; mix
"You needn't to. I'm going to say crying when she came In. Culbert did
hard with flour.
not arrive until late and bis face was
what I want to about that girl."
HEBMIT8.
He did not
drawn and very white.
"And I won't listen to It."
3 eggs, 1 1-2 cups of sugar, 1 cup of
"Ah, is Mr. Barton so much in love even smile when he nodded to Jack.
butter, 1 cup chopped raisins, 1 teaspoon- with Miss Gray?"
When he went out to lunch, he stayed
ful cinnamon, 1*2 teaspoonful cloves, 1-2
"That is my affair."
twice as long as usual, and when be
1
have
"How many 6ther affaire
teaspoonful nutmeg, teaspoonful soda;
you,
did return It seemed to Jack that he
mix soft.
pray?"
had had more than the one cocktail he
is my affair, also."
"That
TOMATO SOUP.
"And you ask me to marry you?" she usually allowed himself.
1 can of tomatoes, 1 quart of milk, butMiss McQueen did not go out to
almost sobbed.
ter size of egg, pepper and salt, 1-2 tea"Yes, I do; and have and will," he al- Inncb at all, and when her employers
spoon of soda. Put tomatoes on to etew most howled in joyous hope.
hail ridden down to lunch together,
in one dish, and milk in another; to the
•'Have you asked Kitty Gray, too?"
Jack slipped Into the office to ask If
tomato add the soda, and rub through a
"Not yet."
he could bring her In something. There
strainer. Add butter, pepper and salt,
"Then you shan't if I can help it. I
he found her with her head upon her
then the hot milk. Serve at once.
that
thwart
to
will make any sacrifice
Her eyes glistened with tears
arms.
girl."
SCALLOPED ΡΟΤΑΤΟΕ8.
as she raised her face at the sound of
"Dear Charlotte!"
Peel and slice a pint of potatoes as for
his entrance.
"O, Harry!"
frying. Butter an earthen dish, put in
"Don't you want a cup o* tea, Miss
(Seven minutes later.)
a layer of potatoes, then a layer of cracker
"Do you really care for Kitty Gray, Queenle?" he pleaded.
"It's sho' good
crumbs, a bit of chopped onion, a small Harry?"
for the headache."
piece of butter, a little pepper and salt,
"Of course not; she ran away yesterShe shook her head with a wan little
until all is used. Pour over a cup of
day and married Tom Perkins."
smile and Jack slipped out again. That
milk and bake one hour.
"Tom Perkins? My old sweetheart.
night the car passed Culbert's floor
Poor Tom !"—Judge.
SALAD DBKSSING.
twice before it stopped for him. A king
3-4 cup vinegar, 1 even teaspoon mushad been deposed.
Worm Eating.
tard, 2 heaping tablespoons eugar, piece
But be was reinstated again because
of butter eize of an egg, a dash of cayAfter that
of his evident suf 'ring.
enne pepper, a pinch of salt, a pinch of THIS 18 ONE OF TUB TRADES CLASSED
first day lie did not repeat the cocktail
black pepper, 3 eggs. Put the vinegar
AS
"DANGEROUS."
episode: Indeed, he seemed oblivious to
in a double boiler, and when hot stir in
lunch time and never by any chance
the other ingredients which have been
(The Taller.)
well beaten together.
Stir constantly
used the elevator when Miss McQueen
to
difficult
Time was when it was
until it thickens.
might happen to be going out or in.
obtain an oak escritoire or a set of
Jack pondered the situation, but there
POTATO SALAD.
twelve solid dining room chairs for anyBut nous avons was only one conclusion possible in his
Cut up the potatoes and warm them thing less than §00.
in Brittany. limited experience. There had been a
up in a little butter and milk and cool. change tout cela, as they say
When cold mix with little cream if yoo Nowadays, thanks to the indefatigable quarrel and both were too proud to
have it, then pour over the following labors of the wormeater, we can purchase speak first.
It grieved him because they were
dressing: 1 cup of vinegar, butter size of furniture of almost any age, in almosta
walnut, 2 tablespoons of sugar, 1 tea- any condition of senile decay, for
friends of his, these two, and
good
is indeed
spoon mustard (scant); boil and pour modest sum. The wormeater
their quarrel hurt him as much as It
who
does
one
a public benefactor,
over the beaten yolks of 3 eggs, then add
good seemed to hurt them. More than once
the beaten whites; a little salt and pep- by stealth and would blush to find it
he was tempted to speak to one or the
he
had
not
renounced
if
fame
ago
be
used
if
desired.
long
per may
other and tell how the other suffered,
the gentle art of blushing.
DELICIOUS SALAD.
He is usually an elderly man with a but a certain delicacy held him back,
Slice and mix in a bowl 4 orangée and slight limp, is the wormeater. In early and he could ouly miserably wait the
4 bananas. Put the juice of 2 oranges, youth he was apprenticed to a jobbing tura of events.
1-2 cup of sugar and white of an egg house carpenter, but by sheer ability,
It was a
Then came Jack's scare.
perseverance and the dull
over the fire; heat to a boiling point, by pluck, grit,
afternoon, and he let the elevator
and
those
of
of
body
then simmer Ave minutes; strain through exercise
qualities
drop slowly dowu. At the ground floor
a muslin over the sliced fruit, mix well, mind which men call genius he has risen
his
and
the
station
above
sphere in which he threw open the door to look up at
add 1-2 cup pineapple juice, and mix
he was born and now occupies a position a huge policeman; not Charlie, who had
agatto; set on Ice to chill.
in the professional world as far above the beat and who sometimes came In to
BASPBEBBY SIIBUB.
that of bis original employer as Portland get warm, but another man. a stranger.
Cover the berries with vinegar the place ie above Pimlico. He is not, howThough he had never had direct dealnight before, then strain through a ever, unduly uplifted by success. He ings with the police. Jack was afraid
of
cloth in the morning. Take 1 quart
does not desert bis old master.
Nay of them. To him they were not guardjuice to 1 pound of sugar and boil 20 more, upon his talents do the finances of ians of the
peace.
They were men
then
bottle.
bis employer largely depend.
minutes,
Vainly
who arrested people.
When the big
may the carpenter piece together fragCANNING GOOSEBEBBIES.
ments of deal into the shape of a bureau; man demanded to know which office
Cover with cold water, let come to a vainly may he turn empty wooden bis- MNs McQueen was In, refreshing Ills
boil, then put in as much sugar as you cuit boxes into cabinets. The public memory as to the name from a forhave berries.
will not look at his wares until the mas- midable looking document, Jack's heart
ter hand of the wormeater has been laid sank.
MUSTARD PICKLE.
npon these trumpery modern fabrics
"I want to see her about a stolen
2 quarts green tomatoes, 2 quarts of with a
mellowing touch that is only watch," he added, and Jack's misery
onions, 2 quarts of cucumbers, 1 quart comparable to that of Father Time.
The little chateiaim
was complete.
green peppers, 2 heads cauliflower, chop
Wresting the common deal armchair
and ealt and let stand over night. Drain from the clutch of the
carpenter, our she had worn had been replaced lately
and cuver with vinegar, and scald, and hero
proceeds to paint it all over with a by a more elaborate affair of gold with
stand over night again; add 1-4 pound of solutiou of beer and
boot-blacking until α long chain. It must Ιηϊ tills one that
mustard, 1 cup flour, 2 cups sugar, mix it presents the appearance of extreme was wanted.
and
on
vinewell
2 quarts boiling
pour
There was only one thing to be done.
age. He then takes a diminutive gimlet
gar, 1 large tablespoonful of turmeric from his pocket and makes a number of Hadn't Mr. Culbert
got the Janilor
powder.
minute holes in the legs and back of the
out of Jail that time he had trouble
chair until even an expert would think
SPANIS1I t'REAM.
with his wife? Jack ran the car up
that a worm bad been making its nightly
4 egge, 1 quart of milk, 1-2 box Cox's
sixth floor and with a vague "To
nest for centuries in the wood from to the
1-2
gelatine, large
cup sugar, flavoring which this article of furniture is manu- the left" shut the door and dropped
as
folto suit, salt to taste.
Prepare
factured. (The worm is Nature's lathe; down to the third.
lows: Soak the gelatine in milk one hour
lie nursi in upon .miss .uc^ueeu wuu
he turns things while you wait: Hence
in a cool place, put on to heat, stirring
the old saying to the effect that the u face pray with horror ami exciteuntil
add
the
then
dissolved,
constantly
You cannot prevent ment. She rose uncertainly at his cull
worm will turn.
yolks of eggs beaten witb sugar and salt. him \
unil came into (lie hull.
Let boil up just once and then add
The chair is now ready to be displayed
whites beaten stiff and flavor and pour
He fairly dragged her Into the car
in the window of "Ye Oide Antique
into mold.
and shot up to the top floor. Through
Second-Hande Furniture Shoppe," where
could see the offl
BICE PUDDING.
it will be labelled "A Bargain. Only the lattice gunrd he
Some on?
I
tiie s tu 1rs.
1 cup of cold boiled rice, 2-3 cup of 1185. Supposed to have been one of the cer descent lug
of Buckingham's family seats,1' hud told him where the girl worked,
1-2
of
1
dates
J)uke
floe,
pound
sugar,
chopped
a
nnd he was toting after her.
quart of sweet milk. Bake in a mod- and will eventually be bought by
erate oven 3 hours, and stir every half wealthy American millionaire who wishPunting with fear, he stopped at the
in
his
home
es
to
furnish
Mogsville, Va., seventh floor and pushed Miss Mchour.
in a style three centuries anterior to the
LEMON
RICE PUDDING.
Queen into Culbert's office, closing nnd
discovery of his continent. You may locking the door nfter him. Culberl
1 cup boiled rice, 1 pint of milk, grat- wonder
why I have included tbe looked
perhaps
ed rind of one lemon, butter size of an
up wearily from the desk.
profession of the wormeater in this
"What's the matter. Jack?" be deegg, yolks of 3 eggs, two tablespoonfuls ■series of "Dangerous Trades."
The
of sugar; bake twenty minutes.
danger with which the wormeater is in- manded, with a formal bow to the
Frosting—The whites of the three
variably faced is that at any moment he girl.
eggs, 1-2 pound of sugar, and juice of the may be found out and sentenced to six
"Pur's a policeman after her," he exlemon, add just after taking from the months' hard labor for intent to defraud.
plained. "She done stole a watch, and
oven.
Brown lightly.
Truly 'tis a bard life and worthy of all lie's after her."
APPLE SNOW PUDDING.
your sympathies.
"What nre you talking about?" CulBake β apples; when done remove the
"Miss McQueen a thief.
bert cried.
Order.
core and skin, add sugar, and whites of
Impossible."
The chairlady rapped sharply.
two eggs; beat together for an hour.
"He done «ay he want to see her
"It ought not to be necessar/for the
Sauce—Tolks of 2 eggs, 2-3 cup of
chair to remind members," she said se- about a watch that was stole," Insisted
1-3
of
1
over
this
sugar,
cup
flour; pour
"that under our rules of order, Jack. "Ah done hear lilm."
pint of boiling milk. To be eaten when verely,
to say nothing of common courtesy, only
"A policeman wishes to see me?"
cold.
one member may be silent at a time.
"About a watch?"
asked the glrL
TAPIOCA CREAM.
Any member who becomes silent at the Jack nodded. "1 think I can explain,"
4 tablespoonfuls of tapioca soaked same time that another member is silent she went ou, turning to Culbert.
over night, 1 pint scalded milk, 2 eggs, is distinctly out of order."
"When—when It huppeued I stopped
The ladies of the club visibly cringed
4 tablespoonfuls of sugar, ealt and vaused mother's,
under this merited rebuke. Many of wearing your watch und
nilla.
them flushed to the roots of their hair, I left yours on the bureau, aud when I
LEMON SHERBET.
I made a
and several there were who burst into came home it was gone.
1-2 measuring cup lemon juice, 2 tears.
complaint to the police, and 1
measuring cups sugar, 1 quart of milk.
they have caught the thief aud wish
Put sugar and lemon in freezer, then add
Attorney General Moody was discuss- me to Identify my property."
certain
flaws
in
tbe
oriminal
code,
milk; to make it very nice add 1-2 cup ing
"Rut what fcave I to do with it?" be
and certain remedies that had been sugcream.
asked.
gested.
BIBD HAYNES' CAKE.
"I don't know," she replied. "Jact
"These remedies," he said, "are not
2 egg·, 1 1-2 cups of sugar, 1-2 cup of logical; they would not be effective if Just came after me, his face livid with
1
sweet
butter, cup
milk, 2 teaspoonfuls enforced.
fear. I supposed that something ter
of cream tartar, 1 teaspoonful of soda, 8
"They are singularly like the
rlble hr.d happened, that perhaps"—
of
to
taste.
a
flour,
that
waiter
once
indicated
cups
spice
ohophonse
"I was In trouble." Culbert suggestto an Impatient guest.
the break. "I have l»oen
CARAMEL
CAKE.
"The guest had ordered a chop, and ed, supplying
1 cup sugar, 1-2 cup butter, 2 eggs, 1-2 when it was brought in to him be said tempted to. but It seemed cowardly to
kill myself. What I cannot understand
cup milk, 1 teaspoonful cream tartar, with a disgusted air:
"
1-2 teaspoonful soda, 2 scant cups flour;
Is Jack's chain of reasoning."
'Waiter, my plate i> quite cold.'
bake in pie tins.
The waiter emiled encouragingly.
"Ain't lawyers for to keep people
Filling and Fbobting—2 scant cups
"Yea, sir," be said, "but the obop U frum goln' to Jail?" the boy demanded.
of sugar, 2-3 cup of milk, batter size of hot, sir, which, I think, you'll find will
"Aud ain't you the bee' lawyer?"
"
an egg; boil together ten minutes, when soon warm
up tbe plate nicely, sir.'
"You cannot expect me to answer
done add vanilla, beat until cold, fill and
W to that," laughed Culbert.
Where He Came From.
frost.
"Dat's It," explained Jack. "I brung
Bddle Foy, who is being featured in
PLAIN CAKE.
"The
Karl
and
the
ba·
no patience her up here to save her.'.'
Girl,"
•
1 egg, 1 cup of sugar, 2-3 cup of milk, with men
The two threw back their heads and
ashamed of their race or na2 cups of flour, 1 teaspoon cream tartar,
tivity, say· an exchange. "Are yon laughed, and In that laugh the misun1-2 of soda, butter size of an egg.
Irish?" he asked one day of a well- derstandings were forgotten. Culbert
known player, whose name was tbe tucked her under his arm in the old
DELICIOUS CAKE.
2 cups of white sugar, 1 cup of batter, qnestion's best answer.
familiar way and unlocked the door.
"No," replied that gentleman, "I came
1 cup of milk, 3 eggs, 1-2 teaspoonful of
"I guess I'll go dowu with you and
from
Then
he
Washington."
soda, 1 teaspoonful of cream tar(|r, 3 originally
see the officer." he said.
"It looks Im"Are yoa Irish?"
added,
çups of floor. Beat butler and sugar
to have your attorney."
portant
"I
should
not?"
Mr.
say
responded
together, add the yolks of eggs, then the
He threw opeu the door, and Jack
beaten whites; dissolve the soda in the Foy, with mock indignation, "I came
slipped out. There wus a soft but sigmilk, rub cream tartar In the floor and originally from heaven."
nificant sound that brought a grtn to
add last.
Landlord—Sir, the other tenants will Jack's face, and then the two followed
SOUS CBSAM CAKE.
not stay in the flat If yoa insist on play- him Into the
car.
1 cop sugar, 1 cap soar cream, 2 eggs, ing the cornet
The b'g policeman grinned at Jack
Mr. Toots—I'm glad of that They
1 teaspoon soda, raisins and spioea, 2
Id most friendly fashion when the In·
oops floor.
I were very annoying.
til'vfew concluded, and ii» ^tf1^ into

silppose

remedy

what It all meant He knew about the
wedding cakes and ten dollar bills.
The rest was Oreek, but satisfactory
because bis king and queen were

And

■

INDiOESTIOi

FOR

Idiots."
"Yesslr," assented Jack, wondering

called hhn
that first morning he had gone to work
Proteste to
in the Buckley building
"Jack o'

SPEEDY
RELIEF

boy,

S. COLLIKS.

■

HEADACHE

the car. On the up trip OoJlwrt «lipped ■ bill Into hie band.
'There's a piece of wedding cake
that
goes with this," be said, "but
comes a little later. This Is a time, my

COURT CARDS
AND CUPID.

Recipes

has been in constant use for more than half a
century. Even though no worms maybe present.
Dr. True's Elixir prevents theii growth and is
an invaluable remedy for the relief of stomach
ills. Its marvelous tonic qualities brings back
a feeble and impaired digestion; purifies and
enriches the blood ; quickly regulates a disordered liver.
Dr. True's Elixir is usr>> and endorsed by
physicians aud hospitals all over the country.
Kcad what Mrs. Joy says of Dr. True's Elixir:—

Centre Abincton, Mass.
D„r. TRUE:—"I wish to inform you of the

wm fixed Id
her eve· were

The girl

Paris' Famous Cooks.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR
THE OLD FAMILY REMEDY

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of
■·
ALBERT COULOMBS.

Wis· Fellow.
her determinahard and cold.
tion and
Oorraapoadenoe on topic* of lntereet to the ladles
broken like a
U solicited. AddreM : Alitor Homsmaksbs' The man stood before her,
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parla, Me reed in the wind. He inaj bare been
broken In other reapeota, for he had been
but
ot a Few of South with her to the race· that afternoon,
Tested

HOMBMAKEBS1 COLUMN.

Monroe, Me., Sept. 10, 1906.
"I have used 'L. F.' Atwood's B:i
fin
ters in my family for years and
they are almost an instant cure f j:
headache and indigestion. I always
seep them on hand."
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.

pleased.

ARITHMETIC 1700 B. C.

If the stomach is allowed to get ont
)f order, tiie whole system suffer^
Γο enjoy life the stomach must he
enderly cared for, and there is no I
emedv that acts so beneficially as
L. F. Atwood's Bitters. They quickly
djust the illness and set you right. At
11 druggists, 35c.

Bum· Over Which Egyptian Children
Puzzled Their Brains.
Probably the oldest copy book for

home lessons In arithmetic was unearthed In EfTypt. The papyrus, which
was found iu excellent condition, date»
from the i>erlod about 1700 B. C.—that
fs, il 1 m m t 100 years before the time of
It
Moses. or almost 3,000 years ugo.
a thorproves tlmt the Egyptians had
ough knowledge of elementary mathematics almost to the extent of our
The papyrus hns a long heading,
"Direction how to attain the knowledge of all dark things," etc. Numerous examples show that their principal

ON

—

present form, but correct results were
obtained nevertheless.'
Equations are also found In the
papyrus. Among the examples given
is this one: Ten measures of barley are
to be divided among ten jiersons in

Spreaders,

Manure

Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows,

General Une Farm Inclined.

—

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

up stock.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Chas. F.

manuer that each subsequent
a measperson receives one-eighth of
Anure less than the one before him.
other example given Is: There are seven meu; each one has seven cats, each
cflt has eaten seven mice, each niouse
has eaten seven grains of barley. Each
grain of barley would, If cultivated,
have yielded seven measures of jpirley.
How much barley has been lost in that
way? The papyrus also contains calculations of area, the calculation of the

such a

KILLthe couch

and

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

FOR SALE.

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
SHORT INTERVIEW.
ings are situated high from the street,
A Woman Reporter'· Vieit to Robert with bruad piazza shaded with vines,
commanding a One view. A spring of
Louie Stevenson.
mids.

CURE

LUNGS

THE

Dr. King s
New Discovery

MAINE.

NORWAY,

area of a circle and its transformation
Into a square and finally calculations
of the cubic measurements of pyra-

Optician.

η Oxlor

patterns and clean

to close out odd

FOR

C

ONSUMPTION

Price

OUGtIS and

50c & $1.00

OLDS

Free Trial.

Surest and Gluickeet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

For Sale in South Paris.

premises. These buildThe house and land belor,
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to eel! the estate of the late Mrs. Sarah
furniture and
furnishings with the situated in the center of tin·
pure water on

A number of years ago u somewhat

SON,

SOUTH PARIS.

Carpets

Wool

with entire uults and fractions were made by means of addition
Subtractions and
and multiplication.
divisions were not known in their

operations

Oil.

A. W. WALKER &

A LOW PRICE

own.

Cylinder

Gasoline

Wj

:

the

ti>

sensational journalist was making a
V. H. wett.
v. ,^e, Lai
flying trip around the world for lier
Frannewspaper. She stopped in San
house. This is a great bargain and will two apartments of seven and
a· ! is Id
cisco.
Among other assignments for be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or with sheds, large attic, λ
.vis ;ire
The ·_
lier brief stay there was a visit to address, \V. J. Wheeler, South Pari», excellent condition.
h .;i-e
extensive, containing additi
Itobert Louis Stevenson, who was then Maine.
lots.

living iu that citjfc
Calling at Ills home, she was told
that he was too ill to see any one that
day. She wrote him an appealing little
note on the back of her card, explaining that her schedule would not permit
her to remain over to see him later
and that as au Interview with him
was one of the chief objects of breaking her Journey iu California she !«eg-

ged for at least two minutes'

Don't Push
The horse

No other lubri-

cant ever
wears

so

made
long

Τ rade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

and saves so much
horsepower. Next time
try Mica Axle Grease.
Standard Oil Co.

Hebron Academy
1804-1907.

that the interview

may
Anyone tending a «ketch «ml di>«rr
*
ω
qutekly ascertain our opinion free
Invention ι· probablypatentable. < u.r.
" I' >'■ ■·«
tioim strictlyconfidential. HAN0800K
«·
»ent free. «II,lent agency for »ecurni|f μ»:·
Patenta taken through Munn A ". ri «lr«
tp<cUil nutiet, without charge. lu the

Scientific American.
1 <:.··«

Λ handiomely Illustrated weekly.
dilation of any scientific journal.
year: four months, 11. tioid byall

Ί

m «

:

nr·
·

!■>

er*.

York
New U.C.
& Co.36,e,<""'-"
MUNN Office,
β35 V Bt„ Wasbingt

FOR BOYS AND UIRLS.

Branch
for college and
Courses for those
scientific schools.
K. U (IIWIfMlt.
Modern
who cannot attend college.
buildings, steam heat, electric light, telephone, Ac. Efficient corps of teachers.
Physical instructor all the year. No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get training in mind and body.
I will furnUh DOORS an.1 WINDOW .1 „i toj
Pall term begins Tuesday, September Size
or Style at reasonable prlccn.
10, 1907. For catalog and further information address. Principal W. E. Sar30-87
gent, Hebron, Me.
/u.

Thorough preparation

Builders' Finish I

Also Window à Door Frames,

Let Our Team

they
ficulty in reading the words.

Now, rethe process and covcr the upper
half, and if you did not know the words
tho
it would be impossible to make out
letters. This fact is even more plainly
letters
seen iu the case of the Roman
An L might be
used for headlines.
the
mistaken for an I, but nearly all
other letters are so plaiuly Indicated
that the
by the shape of the upper half
lines may lie read without difficulty."—
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Ifln want of any klml of ΚΊιιΙβΙι for Ir.
Out*t<lc work, eeml In your order». I'll
ber and Shtnglee on hand Cheap for Ca

CALL FOR YOUR

verse

LAUN D RY
Family Washing
Wet washing 50c, returned in 24 hours.

Laundry,

Ideal

Andrew
personages than Henry Clay,
Witt
Jackson, Alexander Hamilton. De
others of
Clinton, Stephen Decatur and
this
on
the same type, but nowhere
continent was it so much an establishroed institution as In that peculiarly
It
mantic old city of New Orleans.
of the
was woven into the very fabric

H. W.

Tapley, Prop.

:VKt

NOTICE.
Parla IIII1

Library Association.

Notice 1» hereby given that at the annual meeting of the Parle Hill Llbrarv Aitsorlatlon, to lie
hel'l at Hamlin Memorial lia'I on Augift -'let,
1907, at three o'clock, I'. M„ action will be taken
to amend the constitution an<l by-laws, ax pro
vlded by Art. l.Mh, In regard to Art loth relating
to the <lay flxed for the annual meeting, an·) ateo
regarding Art. 13th relating to the number of

a
life of the community, and many
crumbling tombstone In the antiquated
Creole cemeteries bears grim and alien t witness to the fact, though to"understand the situation more clearly one
should breathe, so to speak, the atmosMeader
phere of the perlo»l.—Louis J.

voters necessary for

meeting.

a

quorum at said annual

P.N.ANDREWS, President.
31-33
Paris, Maine, July 21, 1907.

In Century.

TE»

Dcg Jealousy.

DOLLARS

REWARD.

Any person furnishing me with Information
that wilt lead to the conviction of anybody,
an
old, οι
of entering any
acbool-house or
yming or oui,
young
In the town of
damaging anr school propert
peny the
above named
Part*, unlawfully, will lie naif
paid
sum.
All persons are hercliy warned accordingly. I have no objection to the uao of the school
grounds as play-grounds but any one doing accidental damage should report to me at oncc

There Is a strong trait of jealousy In
A story is told of a
a dog's nature.
Birmingham dog that had been a great
pet in tlie family until the baby came.
There was suspicion that he was JealIn
ous, but lie could not be detected
It
any disrespect to the newcomer.
always banpenel. however, that when
tli? dog was left with the baby the
baby began to cry. No .«Igns of trouble
were ever to be seen upon entering the
found
room, and the dog was always
sleeping peacefully before the lire.
Finally one day a peep through the
keyhole disclosed the canlue rubbing
his colli wet nose up aud down the
baby's back.—Ralph Neville iu Outing

that no harm may come to them.
Dated at .South'Paris this ilftccnth day of July,
A. D. 1907.
AI.RERT D. PARK,
Î9 35
Superintendent of School*.

Men's
—

Oxfordsl
in

—

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Gun Metal, Valour and
Russet Calf, $4.00, 3.50,
3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.

Matrazlne

A Fish Story.
T'ie latest fish story concerns the
herring aud sea gull, aud it comes
fr< in Nanalmo. A Imat load of herring,
con'aliiing alsiut fifteen tons, was left
at Johnston's wharf, Nanaluio, during
the noon hour while the fishermen
went to dinner. During their absence
several thousand sea guile—the chroneL»r pays 10,000— ate all the fish on oue
dde of the boat with such good results
that they emptied it and when the last
Li'Trii.g had been removed from that
side it was like the last straw that
broke the camel's back, for the boat,
with all the weight on the other side,
spilling all the remaining Ash

Full Line of Bare Foot
Sandals for Children.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

South Peri».

water.—Shanghai Mercury.

Town NOTICE.
If you have a bill against the town, either highor
way
poor account, the Selectmen aak you to
resent your account at once to the Selectman
1 your section of the town.
SELECTMEN OF PARIS.

The Ones That Sold.
Father—Well, how does your husband succeed with his art? Does he
sell any pictures? Daughter—I should
think so! Why. there is not a single
tme left of those you g:ive us for a

Ε

Sooth Paris, July 1,1907'

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

wedding preseut!—Fllegende Blatter.

I

I

CIssbms sad btautiflst tha hate.
Promeus a luxuriant growth.
KiTtr Valla to Sartor· Oray
Hair to It· Toothful Color.
On κβΐρ dlmM a Kate UUu.

:<

or

I.am

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood floor Boar!6 for -lit.

E.

OR

Dueling In Old Creole Day·.
When dueling was nn actual factor
it
lu the social order of this country,
had many worthy and notable exponents, including no less distinguished

If you can't be careful of what you
say, be careful to whom you say It—
Bella New Bra.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

to the wheels.

ended.—Youth's Companion.

Into the

Second hand, six hoist· power
and eight horse penst
nier.
ί mes'
Call and see them at Λ. (
Machine Shop, South l'ati>. Me.

engine

MicaAxh

Part of the Letter We Read.
"Did you ever think," said an old
the
printer, "that we really notice only
The lowpr
upper halves of the letters'/
halves are In many cases only the
stems, the remainders of ornamental
flourishes which have been gradually
redueed in size and length and are now
meaningless. Take, for instance, the
heading of a paper. Cover up with a
blank sheet the lower half of the letknow
ters, and even if you did not
were you would have no difwhat

upset,

For Nnle Cheap.

nothing by applying

conversa-

Engine and Boiler

Steam

draw the

reduce friction to almost

"No," answered the reporter, and.
glancing at the mantel clock, she real-

chagrin

can

load without help, if you

"I)o you knit ?"

ized with

Γ.
l'aria.

>

tion.
Permission was granted for her to
ascend to his room, and when she saw
him propped up in bed with pillows,
looking pitifully white and frail, she
was much shocked and regretted her
persistence. For once her usual assurance deserted her. and she stood
silent and shy before the writer.
Stevenson, too. seemed at a loss, and
after a moment or two of embarrassed
silence, during which his hands were
fumbling beneath the couutcrpauc. lie
drew forth an unfinished woolen stocking. and, beginning feverishly to push
the steel needles Iu and out, be asked:

was

W. T. HEW Κ
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent,

W.

Weet Sumner,

CIIA\IHJ Ii.
....

M ilne.

Friii Eiilm
...

THE...

Norway National Bank

issues checks

nearly

in

payable

all parts of

the world in the currency of the country on
which drawn.
FOIt SALE.
One Concord wagon in good m illion,
maone two-home McCormick ni>iwiutr

-«nd

>«·<
a Champion hone-rakc.
driving harness, a lever 1 butter·
r furworker, and a Iilanchard churn.
ther particulars inquire of

chine,
hand

J. l'KM.KV.
South I'auv Maine.
-',lt

A.

June 17, 11K)7.

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Norway.

Me.

f"1,
Can afford to ami will pay more f<T riu-,
.ii »:« to
here, an·! metal than any *lmn)ier tl
house.
your
îr>>n dell»·
He pare front $5 to
per tori f»r
ere<l to film here.
He buys fclileit newspaper*.
He I* paying for mixed rat?», 1 cent α I'
l'a)» ii.*rk«
to market,
Kubbcr*

"1"'];

according
price for bran *ack«.

Piciure Frames

I

and Pictures,

j
I

"Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings VjL

ι

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

jJ

